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Docket No. 9357

_________________________ )
COMPLAINT COUNSEL'S OPPOSITION TO RESPONDENT'S
MOTION IN LIMINE TO LIMIT THE TESTIMONY OF ERIC JOHNSON
The Court should deny Respondent's Motion in Limine to Limit the Testimony of Eric
Johnson because Respondent has failed to meet its high burden of establishing that the
unspecified testimony it seeks to exclude is clearly inadmissible. Complaint Counsel seeks to
introduce testimony from Dean Johnson about facts related to a study that he conducted on
unauthorized disclosures of medical information, which Respondent contends is relevant to these
proceedings. Dean Johnson has personal knowledge of those facts, and Respondent waived its
argument to the contrary by not objecting to the testimony during its deposition of Dean Johnson.

BACKGROUND
On February 18, 2014, Respondent deposed M. Eric Johnson, Dean of Owen Graduate
School of Management, Vanderbilt University, pursuant to a subpoena that it issued on February
12, 2014. Respondent questioned Dean Johnson at length about facts relating to a study that he
conducted in 2008 entitled "Data Hemorrhages in the Health-Care Sector" ("Health-Care Data
Hemorrhages Study"), including his research methodology and findings, and how the study was
funded. See CX0721, Johnson Dep. Tr. with Compl. Counsel Designations (Attached as Exhibit
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A); CX0382, Health-Care Data Hemorrhages Study (Attached as Exhibit B). 1 Following

Respondent's examination, Complaint Counsel exercised its right as the non-noticing party to
question Dean Johnson. Complaint Counsel also inquired about facts relating to Dean Johnson' s
Health-Care Data Hemorrhages Study, including his research methodology and fmdings, and the
consequences of the inadvertent disclosure of consumers' personal information. See Ex. A
(CX0721) at 92-125. At no time during Complaint Counsel's examination did Respondent
object that Dean Johnson's testimony was based in speculation rather than fact, constituted
improper expert opinion, or otherwise lacked foundation. See id.
On February 27, 2014, Complaint Counsel supplemented its Preliminary Witness List in

light of additional information learned during discovery. Complaint Counsel's Supplemental
Preliminary Witness List identified seven additional witnesses, including Dean Johnson.
Complaint Counsel stated that Dean Johns•:m would ''testify about facts related to [the HealthCare Data Hemorrhages Study], including his research methodology and fmdings ... and the
consequences of inadvertent disclosures of consumers' personal information." Resp. Mot., Ex. 1
(Cornpl. Counsel Suppl. Prelim. Witness List) at 3.
On March 14, 2014, Respondent sent a letter requesting that Complaint Counsel agree to

"exclude any testimony [from Dean Johnson] about 'consequences of inadvertent disclosures of
consumers' personal information'" ("March 14 Letter"). See Resp. Mot., Ex. 2. The March 14

1

Dean Johnson conducted the Health-Care Data Hemorrhages Study, which was published in
2009, while he was a professor at Dartmouth College. See Ex. B (CX0382) at 1; Ex. A
(CX0721) at 6, 9, 15. "Through an analysis of leaked files"-including the 1,718 page file
identified in the Complaint as the "P2P insurance aging file"-the study examines "data
hemorrhages stemming from inadvertent disclosures on internet-based file sharing networks."
Ex. B (CX0382) at 1, 11-12; Compl. ~ 17. The study also examines "the consequences of data
hemorrhages, including privacy violations, medical fraud, financial identity theft, and medical
identity theft." Ex. B (CX0382) at 1.
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Letter also noted that Respondent was "willing to meet and confer regarding this matter" in the
event that Complaint Counsel did not agree to limit Dean Johnson's testimony as Respondent
requested. !d.
On March 26, 2014, Complaint Counsel served its Final Proposed Witness List, which
states that Dean Johnson will testify about the "facts related to [the Health-Care Data
Hemorrhages Study]" identified in Complaint Counsel' s Supplemental Preliminary Witness List.
Compl. Counsel Final Proposed Witness List (Mar. 26, 2014) at 16 (Attached as Exhibit C). The
s~me

day, Complaint Counsel served its designations from Dean Johnson's deposition. See

Ex. A (CX0721). On Apri19, 2014, Respondent served its Final Proposed Witness List, which
states that Respondent expects to call Dean Johnson as a live witness to testify on several topics,
including "the facts underlying (the Health-Care Data Hemorrhages Study]" and
communications related to his research methodology. Resp. Final Proposed Witness List
(Apr. 9, 2014) at 3 (attached as Exhibit D). Respondent did not designate any testimony from
Dean Johnson's deposition.
On April22, 2014, more than one month after sending the March 14 Letter, Respondent

filed the present Motion. In the interim, Respondent did not request a time to meet and confer
about its objection to Complaint Counsel's introduction ofDean Johnson's testimony. The
parties nonetheless discussed the present ~-lotion during their Apri121, 2014 meet and confer
session on other motions in limine and motions for in camera treatment, which the parties filed
on Apri122, 2014.
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ARGUMENT
I.

RESPONDENT HAS FAILED TO SHOW THAT THE UNSPECIFIED
TESTIMONY IT SEEKS TO EXCLUDE IS CLEARLY INADMISSIBLE
The party filing a motion in limine to exclude evidence faces a high burden. As this

Court has explained, "[e]vidence should be excluded on a motion in limine only when the
evidence is clearly inadmissible on all potential grounds." In re Me Wane, Inc., No. 9351,2012
WL 3719035, at *3 (F.T.C. Aug. 16, 2012) (citing Hawthorne Partners v. AT&T Techs., Inc.,
831 F. Supp. 1398, 1400 (N.D . Ill. 1993)); see also, e.g., In re Daniel Chapter One, No. 9329,
2009 FTC LEXIS 85, at *19 (Apr. 20, 2009) (same).
Respondent's Motion should be denied because Respondent has failed to meet its high
burden of establishing that the Court should exclude all testimony from Dean Johnson about "the
consequences of inadvertent disclosures of consumers' personal information." Resp. Mot. at 4.
Respondent fails to identify any specific testimony that it seeks to exclude, much less
demonstrate that such unspecified testimony is "clearly inadmissible on all potential grounds."

Me Wane, 2012 WL 3719035, at *3. By not identifying particular testimony from Dean Johnson
that it seeks to exclude, Respondent has failed to provide the Court with sufficient information to
make an informed ruling on the admissibility of the testimony at issue. See, e.g., Logan v.

Cooper Tire & Rubber Co., No. 10-3-KSF, 2011 WL 3475273, at *2-3 (E.D. Ky. Aug. 9, 2011)
(denying motion in limine because moving party "failed to identify any specific evidence that it
[sought) to exclude" and court was therefore "unable to make an informed decision"); Landers v.

Nat'l R.R. Passenger Corp., No. Civ. 00-2233 (PAMJGL), 2002 WL 832588, at *3 (D. Minn.
Apr. 26, 2002) (denying motion in limine because court was not provided "sufficient information
to make an informed ruling on the admissibility of' the evidence at issue). Therefore, the Court
should deny Respondent's Motion and reserve judgment until trial, when the Court will have the
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appropriate factual context-including Dean Johnson's live testimony-to make an informed
ruling on the testimony that Respondent seeks to exclude. See In re POM WonderfUl LLC, No.
9344, 2011 WL 2160775, at *2 (May 5, 2011) ("Courts considering a motion in limine may
reserve judgment until trial, so that the motion is placed in the appropriate factual context.").

II.

RESPONDENT SEEKS TO EXCLUDE ADMISSffiLE LAY TESTIMONY FROM
DEAN JOHNSON AND HAS WAIVED ITS OBJECTIONS TO IT
Respondent's Motion also should be denied because, contrary to Respondent' s assertion,

Complaint Counsel seeks to introduce lay testimony from Dean Johnson that is based on fact, not
speculation or expert opinion. As Complaint Counsel' s witness lists state, and as its deposition
designations show, Complaint Counsel seeks to introduce testimony from Dean Johnson about
facts related to his Health-Care Data Hemorrhages Study, including his research methodology
and findings and the consequences of inadvertent disclosures of consumers' personal
information. See Resp. Mot., Ex. 1 (Compl. Counsel Suppl. Prelim. Witness List) at 3; Ex. C
(Compl. Counsel Final Proposed Witness List) at 16; Ex. A (CX0721), at 92-125. Respondent
has repeatedly contended that the facts surrounding Dean Johnson' s Health-Care Data
Hemorrhages Study are relevant to these proceedings. See, e.g., Sched. Conf. Tr. (Sept. 25,
2013) at 26-28 ; Resp. Opp'n to Compl. Counsel Mot. for Protective Order Re: Rule 3.33 Dep.
(Feb. 26, 2014) at 3-5. Dean Johnson' s testimony about facts related to his Health-Care Data
Hemorrhages Study is based on his personal knowledge from conducting the study, and
Respondent waived its argument that any of Dean Johnson's testimony lacked foundation by not
objecting to it during his deposition. See, e.g., In re WPMK, Inc. , 42 B.R. 157, 159-60 (Bankr.
D. Haw. 1984) (ruling that objections based on lack of foundation not made during deposition
were deemed waived because they "might have been cured if presented at the deposition"); see

also Fed. R. Civ. P. 32(d)(3)(A) (waiver of objections).
-5-
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CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Respondent's Motion in Limine to Limit the Testimony of Eric
Johnson should be denied. Respondent has failed to meet its high burden of establishing that the
unspecified testimony from Dean Johnson that it seeks to exclude is clearly inadmissible.

Dated: Apri129, 2014

Respectfully submitted,

t.Zer~~~
Laura Riposo V anDruff
Megan C.ox
Margaret Lassack
RyanMehm
John Krebs
JaradBrown
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Room NJ-81 00
Washington, DC 20580
Telephone~ (202) 326-3713- Lassack
Facsimile; (202) 326-3062
Electronic mail: mlassack@ftc.gov
Complaint Counsel
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on April29, 2014, I filed the foregoing document electronically
through the Office of the Secretary's FTC E-filing system, which will send notification of such
filing to:
DonaldS. Clark
Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Room H -113
Washington, DC 20580
I also certify that I caused a copy of the foregoing document to be delivered via electronic
mail and by hand to:
The Honorable D. Michael Chappell
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Room H-110
Washington, DC 20580
I further certify that I caused a copy of the foregoing document to be served through
Secure File Transfer to:
Michael Pepson
Lorinda Harris
Hallee Morgan
Robyn Burrows
Kent Huntington
Daniel Epstein
Patrick Massari
Cause of Action
1919 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 650
Washington, DC 20006
michael. pepson@causeofaction.org
lorinda.harris@causeofaction.org
hallee.morgan@causeofaction.org
robyn. burrows@causeofaction.org
kent.huntington@causeofaction.org
daniel.epstein@causeofaction.org
patrick.massari@causeofaction.org
Reed Rubinstein
William A. Sherman, II
Sunni Harris
Dinsmore & Shohl, LLP
801 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 610
Washington, DC 20004
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reed.rubinstein@dinsmore.com
willlam.sherman@din'!lmore.com
sunni.harris@dinsmore.com

Counsel for Respondent Lal;MD, Inc.
CERTIFICATE FOR ELECTRONIC F1LING
I certify that the electronic copy sent to the Secretary of the Commission is a true and
correct copy of the paper original and that I possess a paper original of the signed document that
is available for review by the parties and the adjudicator.

Apri129, 2014

By:
Margaret Lassack
Federal Trade Commi~sion
Bureau of Consumer Protection
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5 DARTMOtrrH COLLEGE,
6 OFFICE OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL
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7
Hanov er, New Hampshire 03755
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9:55 a.m.

9
10
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MICHAEL J. DAUGHERTY, LabMD

13
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15

16
17
18
19

Deposition of M. ERIC JOHNSON, Ph.D .,
taker. by Respondent, pursuant to subpoena,
at t te offices o f Henry H. Korn, PLLC, 220
Eas t 42nd Street, New York, New York 1C017,
before Alexis Perez Jenio, a Shorthand
Reporter and Notary Public of the State of
New York.

20
21

22
23

21

24

22

25

23

24
25

2

I

2 APPEARANCES :
3
4

5 DINSMORE & SHOHL, LLP

6
7
8
9
10 BY:
11

Attorneys for respondent
801 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.,
Suite 610
Washington, DC 20004
WILLIAM A . SHERMAN, J:.I

4
I
Johnson
2 M. ERIC JO~~SON, Ph.D .,
3
called as a witness, having been duly
4
sworn, testified as fol lows:
5 EXAMINATION
6 BY MR. SHERMAN:
7

8
9
10
II
12
13

Q.
Good morning, Dr. Johnson. My
name is William Sherman. I represent
LabMD, and you're here by subpoena. Is
that correct?

A.

Yes.

I'm going to show you what will
be marked as Bxhibit 1.
Q.

13 FED~RAL TRADE COMMISSION
14 BUREAU OF CONSUMER PROTECTION
15
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
16
Mail Stop NJ-3158
17
Washington, DC 20580
18 BY: LAURA RIPOSO VAN DRUFF
19
ALAIN SHEER

19
20

20

24

MR. SHERMAN: We're going to do
RX and a number .
MR. SHEER: You guys have been
using RX-l previously, so at some point
down the r oad you might think about
starting at a higher number.
MR. SHERMAN: Will you mark t his
RX-1, p lease?
(One-page cover letter with
attached Subpoena ad Testificandum
marked Exhibit RX-1 for identification)

25

Q.

12

21
22
23

14

15
16
17
18

21

22
23

I•m showing you what has been

24
25

1 (Pages 1 to 4)
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1

marked RX-1. If you could take a look at
that for me and just confirm that you han
seen it, or your lawyer has advised you,
and that it was sent to him and that you're
here by virtue of this subpoena.

7

22
23

MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Counsel,
do you have a copy for me?
MR. SHERMAN: I do. I suspect
that you've seen it, but you can have
my copy.
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Thank you.
A. I think there may be some other
things that are attached to this that I
haven't seen before.
MR. O'LEARY: The last page-well, our last page, anyway, I think
this was just a copy.
MR. SHERMAN: Yes. That's not
even intended to be attached. I don't
how that got attached.
Q. Other than that last page -A. Yes.

24
25

a~ached, _you

9

10
11
12

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1

Johnson

2
3
4
5
6
8

7

Q.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
116

• 17
18
1. 19
120
21

22
23
24
25

-- which was inadvertently
would agree that you've seen

A.

Johnson
Yes.

Q. Have you ever had your deposition
taken before?
A. No.
Q. So let me go over a few kind of
ground rules.
The court reporter is here.
She's taking down everything that we say,
and so it's important that you respond
verbally with a "yes" or a "no" rather than
an "um-hmm" or an "uh-huh," because those
can be misconstrued or misunderstood.
Secondly, I'll be asking the
questions. And if you could wait until I
fmish asking the question before you
answer, and I'll wait until you answer
before asking you another, that will help
the court reporter also take down
everything we say. It doesn't translate
well when we talk over one another.
If at any time you wish to take a
break, feel free to say, Hey, I need to
take a break, and we'll do so. I'll just
ask that if t~~re's a question on the

61
1
Johnson
2 the document marked as RX-1?
3
A. Xes.
4
Q. If you could, just give me your
5 educational background, starting with your
6 college education.
7

8
9
10
11

A. Yes. So I have Bachelor of
Science m economics from Penn State, a
Bachelor of Industnal Engmeenng from
Penn State, a Master's of Industnal
Engmeenng from Penn State, and a Ph .D. m
mdustnal ~ngmeermg from Stanford.

12
13
Q. Could you give me, let's say. the
14 past ten years of your employment history?
15
A. Past ten years would mclude time
16 as a professor at Dartmouth College m the
l 7 Tuck School of Business m various roles
18 there, mcluding d1rector of the Center for
19 Drgttai Strategies.
20
Q. Was that "digital strategies"?
21
A. Um-hmm. Yes.

22
Q. Let me back up. And it's
23 Dr. Johnson24
A. Yes.
25
• -- is that what

I

8

1

2
3
4
5
6
7
i 8
'. 9
10

1

Johnson

table, that you respond to that question
before taking a break.
At any time you are free to
consult with your counsel. And although
this is basically an informal setting, it
is just as important as if you were in
front of a court of law before a judge and
a jury, that you tell the truth. You
understand that, right?

11
A. Yes.
12
Q. Those are usually the only ground
13 rules that I have. And if you try to
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

follow those, then I think it will do well
for the court reporter, make for a nice,
clean transcript, and we'll move along
pretty quickly. Agreed?
A. Yes.
Q. Okay. Thank you.
So it seems that ten years wasn't
quite far back enough, because the past ten
years you've been basically affiliated with
Dartmouth College. Is that correct?

A. Until s1x months ago, when I
25 ·01:1ed Vanderbilt Universit . Or more than

2 (Pages 5 to 8)
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1
Johnson
1
Johnson
2 glance that I'm making right now leads me
2 smce months ago. In fact, it would be
3 July 1st.
3 to believe that I have not seen this
4
Q. So July 1st of 2013 you joined
4 before.
5 'V anderbilt. Is that correct?
5
Q. What I believe that document is
6
A Yes.
6 is a series of contracts and amendments
7
Q. In what capacity?
7 between Dartmouth College Board of Trustees
8
A. As dean of the business schoo!.
8 and the Department of Homeland Security.
Q. Prior to Dartmouth College~ how
9 And if you look on the first page of that
9
10 were you employed?
10 document, it states, "Agreement No.
11
A. As a professor at Vanderbilt
II 2006-CS-001-000001." Do you see that?
12 University.
12
A. Yes.
13
Q. In wh at area?
13
Q. And the title is "Cyber Security
14
A. The School of Management.
14 Collaboration and Information Sharing." Do
15
Q. Is it fair to say that your
15 you see that?
16 employment histor)' has basically been in
16
A. Yes.
17 academia, or have you worked in industry?
17
Q. Would you describe part of your
18
A. Pnor to that, I worked at
18 work at Dartmouth as being associated or
19 Hewlett-Packard.
19 related to cyber security collaboration and
20
Q. In what capacity?
20 information sharing?
21
A As a development engineer
21
A. Yes.
Q. Developing what?
22
Q. But you've not seen these
22
23
A_ We were -- I was part of a
23 documents. Is that correct?
24 laborat my that was working on
24
A. I don't believe so. Not in this
25 COJ!2puter-driven manufacturing --------l-..;;2..::.5~
to;;.:.rm=z...an
__.....yw_a.....y_s._ _ __
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

23
24

25

Johnson
Q. So it's my understanding that
Dartmouth College had a contract with the
Department of Homeland Security to do
certain research. Is that an accurate
statement?
A. Yes.
Q. And as a result of that contract,
is it fair to say that the article "Data
Hemorrhages in The Health Care Sector'' was
written and published by you?
A. Yes.
Q. I'm going to show you what I'd
like to have the court reporter mark as
RX-2.
(Homeland Security Grant Award
Tenns and Conditions marked Exhibit
RX-2 for identification)
Q. Have you taken a look at RX-2,
please?
A. I don't believe I've seen this
doccrnent before.
Q. You've not seen any part of that
document?
A. There are many pages here, but a_

12

l
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

16
17

18
19
20
21
22

23
24
25

Johnson
Q. Now, did you have any contact
with the Department of Homeland Security
with regard to your research?
A. Defme 11 contact. 11
Q. Telephone calls, e-malls,
meetings, negotiations, discussions of
terms of contracts.
A. This work was initiated by a
proposal to the Department ofHomeland
Security-Q. Who made the proposal?
A. -- which I participated in, along
with many others.
Q. So you did participate in the
proposal for what you believe this contract
is associated with?
A. Yes.
Q. And when was the proposal made?
A. Prior to initiating the work.
But I would have to go back and look at my
calendar to look at the exact dates.
Q. When did the work initiate?
A. This was a multi-year grant, and
work was conducted over a number of years,
3 (Pages 9 to 12)
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

15

Johnson
1
Johnson
2 article "Data Hemorrhages in the Healthcare
including 2008. But prior to 2008, 2007,
and 2009, so in that time period. I would
3 Sector." You're familiar with that
have to look at my calendar to know the
4 article. Is that correct?
exavt dates.
5
A. Yes.
Q. And I'm not asking you for exact
6
Q. You're the author of that
dates.
7 article. Is that correct?
But is it fair to then
8
A. Yes.
characterize your testimony as the work
9
Q. When was it published?
associated with these contracts initiated
10
A. It was published in 2009.
in 2007?
11
Q. And are you aware of when the
A. There may have been grant
12 grant was awarded that, I guess, funded the
proposal efforts before that time.
13 research for this article?
Q. Well, I'm just interested in when
14
A. One clarification there is that
the work initiated.
15 this work wasn't solely funded by that
A. So I guess you'll have to define
16 grant.
"wcrk."
17
Q. Okay.
Q. Well-18
A. It was partially funded by that
MR. O'LEARY: Could I just ask a
19 grant. And the time period at which that
question -120 work was done is clearly outlined in the
MR. SHERMAN: Sure.
21 article itself.
22
Q. Well, when do you recall the work
MR. O'LEARY: --that may be
helpful?
23 being done?
24
A. It was primarily done in 2008.
MR. SHERMAN: Sure.
MR. O'LEARY: Are you as=ki==·n:c....---~2:.:;5_
MR. SHERMAN: Why don't we mark
14

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Johnson
about the work on the proposal or the
research that the grant funded?
MR SHERMAN: I'm asking him for
the work on the research that the grant
funded.
Q. And I was using "work initiated"
because it was a term that you used that I
thought you might be comfortable with.
A. Yeah.
Q. And I thought you might have had
a definition for it yourself, because you
used it. But if not, we're talking about
the work that initiated after the grant of
the proposal.
A. And ihe reason that I'm being
specific is that there were more than one
grant from the Department of Homeland
Security over a number of years that were
related to cyber security, and you're
asking about one very specific one, so I
just want to be sure that we're clear.
Q. Okay. Then let's try to be more
clear.
I'm interested in the

16

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Johnson
the article as RX-3, then.
(Article titled "Data Hemorrhage
on the Healthcare Sector," Bates
stamped Eric Johnson - 000003 through
24, marked Exhibit RX-3 for
identification)
Q. So the article that we're
referring to is the article that's now been
marked as RX-3. Would you agree?
A. I agree.
Q. And you indicated in our
discussion about RX-2 that the article was
partially funded by the Department of
Homeland Security?
A. That's correct.
Q. Were there any other funding
sources for the work and the research that
went into the article?
A. As part of a professor's job at
university, research is often funded as
part of their salary.
Q. Any other sources of funding?
A. No, not that I'm aware of.
. What is the Institute of
4 (Pages 13 to 16)
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1
Johnson
2 Information Infrastructure Protection?
3
A. It's a consortiwn of universities
4 and laboratories that work together to
5 conduct research on information security.
6
Q. Did the consortium participate in
7 the "Data Hemorrhaging" article?
8
A. How do you define "participate"?
9
Q. Well, you said the consortium
10 worked together. Did they work together in
11 any respect, whether it be sharing research
12 or ideas, on the "Data Hemorrhaging"
13 article?
A. The proposal that we referred to
14
15 earlier, RX-2, was funded as part of a
16 consortiwn effort, and, as you will see
17 from that docwnent, there were many pieces
18 to the project conducted by many different
19 researchers at different institutions. The
20 work conducted on the "Data Hemorrhaging''
21 article was conducted at Dartmouth College
22 by myself.
23
Q. So was any portion of the funding
24 for the consortium used for the "Data
25 Hemorrhaging" article, other than~I think

19

j 1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16
1· 17
. 18
! 19
20
21
22
I 23
24
1 25

Johnson
Q. And it came through the
Department of Homeland Security. Is that
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. So during the proposal process, I
think you've indicated that you
participated, and that you - well, let me
put it this the way: Did you have meetings
with the Department of Homeland Security
during the proposal process that you
attended?
A. The proposal itself was a written
proposal that was submitted to the
Department of Homeland Security as part of
a call for proposals. It would
customarily, and I think in this case, go
through a peer-review process.
Reviews from that peer-review
process would then be provided to the
research team, and the research team is
often given the opportunity to respond to
those reviews.
Q. Are those reviews conducted by
the Department of HomeJand Security?

181
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Johnson
you indicated in your testimony, that this
funding for the proposal came through the
13P. That's what it's called, isn't it?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
misstates testimony.
A. The proposal was prepared by
members of the I3P and submitted to the
Department of Homeland Security by those
members.
Q. And was the "Data Hemorrhaging"
article part ofthat proposal?
A. Yes.
Q. And wasA. Though, of course, it was a
proposal at that time, so a proposal is not
specific in terms of the exact form of the
research.
Q. So would it be fair to say that
the ''Data Hemorrhaging" article came about
as a result of the proposal?
A. Yes.
Q. And so there was funding granted
for that proposal?
A. Yes.

I

20

1
Johnson
2
A. They're conducted by a peer
3 review group, typically not members of the
4 Department of Homeland Security. Though
5 the membership of that peer review is not
6 provided to the grant proposal writers. It
7 is what's called a "blind process."
8
Q. So is it your understanding,
9 then, that upon submission of your
10 proposal, that the Department of Homeland
11 Security submits it to a peer review group
12 of their choosing for evaluation?
13
A. Yes.
Q. In terms of the "Data
14
15 Hemorrhaging" article, were there any other
16 persons from Dartmouth who worked on the
17 article with you?
18
A. Some graduate students. I think
19 some of them are mentioned in the
20 acknowledgments in the paper.
21
Q. That's the extent?
22
A. Yeah. Also, it's noted.
23
I think you asked specifically
24 from Dartmouth?
25
. I did.

I
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A. Okay.
2
3
Q. And how many graduate students
4 from Dartmouth?
5
A. I think in this particular case,
6 one in particular, though there may have
7 been others who participated in some way in
8 a less meaningful or substantial way.
9
Q. The one in particular, can you
10 give me that person's name?
11
A. Nicholas Willey.
12
Q. I see him in the acknowledgments.
13 Is that correct?
14
A. That's correct.
15
Q. And what was Mr. Willey's role?
16 What did he actually do?
17
A. Mr. Willey would conduct
18 background research on areas related to the
19 paper, perform various data analysis
20 functions, creating graphics, looking for
21 references.
22
Q. I notice within the article there
23 are references to recorded complaints as
24 noted by the FTC. Is that the type of
25 JJackground _!_esearch Mr. Willey would have
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Oh, RX-2. I'm sorry.
Tiversa has been a research
partner of mine for a number of years.
Q. How long?
A. Prior to that work, at least two
or three years, maybe longer.
Q. So it's fair to say that Tiversa
has been a research partner of yours since
around 2005?
A. I couldn't be sure if that was
the initiation. It could have been
earlier.
Q. And how did you initially come in
contact with Tiversa?
A. I became interested in studying
different forms of information breaches,
and in particular, breaches that we would
call inadvertent breaches, and I became
aware ofTiversa because of my interests in
that work.
Q. I'm still kind of~- you've told
me generally how. I want to know more
specifically.
Did you make a ph~_me .;:;ca=ll=-=-to;;,_ _ _ _
A.
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done?
A. Looking for published related
articles, yes.
Q. And do you know if Mr. Willey
conducted that research with regard to FTC
and the recorded complaints that they had?
A. What do you mean by "conducted"?
Q. Well, did he come up with the
information, or was it provided from some
other source?
A. I think it was referenced there
as a secondary resource source, what we
would call "literature review."
Q. Okay.
A. I would also say that that work
could have very well been work that I did.
Q. Okay. So this information wasn't
provided to you by the FTC?
A. That's correct.
Q. Dr. Johnson, I noticed in RX-2,
as I was skimming through it, that there is
no mention of Tiversa at all. How did
Tiversa become involved in the "Data
HemorrhaginG" article?

~

1
Johnson
2 Tiversa? Did you bump into someone on the
3 street that just so happened to be from
4 Tiversa?
5
A. I think I was introduced to them
6 by a mutual friend.
7
Q. Do you recall who from Tiversa
8 you were introduced to?
9
A. I believe it was Chris -- and I
10 think the last name is Gomery (sic). I
11 wonder ifhe's mentioned here. No, I don't
1
12 think so.
13
Q. Gormley?
14
A. Gormley.
15
Q. Does that ring a bell?
16
A. There you go.
17
It's great when you know my
18 friends.
19
Q. That was a softball. I'm going
20 to let it go.
21
Have you done any other research
22 other than the "Data Hemorrhaging" article
23 that you've used Tiversa's technology for?
24
A. Yes.
1
. 25
Q. What other research would that

I
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A. We conducted a project examining
leaks or inadvertent disclosures from
financial institutions. We also conducted
research examining criminal elements within
peer-to-peer file sharing networks. You
can fmd in my vitae several papers related
to that and related work.
Q. Any other research with Tiversa?
A. Work after this, examined
subsequent leaks from the health care
sector post high tech, which was the
Federal incentive program that initiated
payments to hospitals to install
information technology.
Q. Is that the extent of it?
A. So I think in total there's a
series of several different projects
spanning banking and health care and
identity theft.
Q. And do all of these projects
utilize Tiversa's technology to gather
information concerning identity theft data
breaches2 data leaks2 things of that
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And so you did user searches in
all four of the projects that I just named?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
vague as to "user searches."
A. In both the financial sector and
health care sector projects, we gathered
information on user searches. But there
were other elements of research where we
were not looking at user searches.
Q. For example, that would be the
file sharing aspect of the research. Is
that correct?
A. Yes. And subsequently, the
analysis of files we found in file sharing
networks.
Q. Let's look at RX-3, then, and
maybe that will give us some more insight
into how this actually works.
If you 'II notice, at the top
right hand of every page there's your name
and then there's a series of numbers. I
will refer to the page based on that number
at the top right hand. Is that agreeable?
A. Yu .

Q.
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nature?
A. Yeah, specifically file transfers
on peer-to-peer file sharing networks, and
also search patterns of peer-to-peer file
sharing users.
Q. You've named four projects: leaks
from financial institutions; criminal
elements within peer-to-peer networks; the
"Data Hemorrhaging" article, which is RX-3;
and then a project also concerning leaks
from the health care sector post high-tech.
A. Yes.
Q. For each of those projects, was
the technology that you used from Tiversa
focused in on file sharing and/or specific
users of peer-to-peer networks?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
c.:>mpound.
A. That research was all using
technology that examined file movement and
availability on peer-to-peer file sharing
networks -- and when we say "networks," the
plural is intentional -~ and also user
searches in those networks.
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So on page 3, which actually is
the first page, you indicate in
Footnote 1 -- and I'm going to read it, and
correct me if I misstate something "Experiments described in this paper were
conducted in collaboration with Tiversa who
has developed a patent-pending technology
that, in real-time, monitors global P2P
fde sharing networks." Did I read that
correctly?
A. I believe so.
Q. Do you have an understanding of
what that really means and "'hat it is that
Tiversa is able to do in terms of
monitoring file sharing networks?
A
Yes.
Q. How does Tiversa monitor a me
sharing networ k?
A. They parttctpate m that network.
as a node m the network:.
Q. That's a different function than
using the network as a user. Would you
agree?
A. It could look similar.

Q.
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Q. "It could look similar" is your
2 a similar way.
response, but is it different than what a
3
Q. So is it fair to characterize
user would be doing on the network?
4 your testimony that, according to your
A. Different in what way?
5 understanding ofTiversa's technology, the
Q. Well, that is the question.
6 main difference that you can articulate is
You indicated that you understood
7 that Tiversa is able to participate on the
what that technology did, and my question,
8 network as a node multiple times?
at its core, is: How does the technology
9
MS. RlPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection.
allow Tiversa to function differently than
10
Q. Because they have multiple
a user of the network?
11 computers.
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
12
MS. RlPOSO VAN DRUFF: Misstates
· 13
prior testimony.
foundation.
A. I think to an outside observer,
14
A. They would use multiple
that would be viewed as a user.
15 computers. The structure of these
Q. Okay. Well, what about to you,
116 peer-to-peer file sharing networks are such
how do they appear, based on your knowledge ; 17 that having multiple nodes is a distinct
of the technology and how it works?
118 advantage in terms ofbeing able to capture
MS. RlPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
. 19 the activity ofusers on the network.
vague as to "appear."
j20
Q. What do you mean by "capture the
A. A typical user would participate
i 21 activity"?
in the network through a single computer;
,. 22
A. Typically, these networks allow
Tiversa would use multiple computers, thus,
23 users to share files and search for files.
looking like multiple users.
24 But when a user places a search in a
Q. Is that the only d:;.;;i~ffi;;.;;e.;;;..re..;;.;n;;;.c;;...:e:....:.?_ _ _ _ __~2;.;;5--:;;n...;;..etw~o;;.;;r..;;.;k"-,fi..;;.;o:....:.r:....:.e_x..;;.;am=pl~ using a LimeWire
30
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You described it as they
participate in the network as a node?
A Or nodes.
Q. Or nodes.
A. That's, "users" and "nodes" are
eqmvalent m my nomenclature
Q. Are there any other differences
that you can articulate between how
Tiversa's technology allows them to
participate in the network, or on the
network, that's not typical of a typical
user?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF= Objection;
vague as to "typical."
A. I'm not sure I understand what
you're asking.
Q. Well, I'm asking- to your
understanding of Tiversa's technology, I'm
asking the same question: How does it
allow them to participate on the network
which is different than a user?
MS. RlPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
lacks foundation.
A. Other users could artici ate in

32
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2 client, they may only successfully see
3 other holders of that file within a few
4 nodes of them; that is to say, when they
5 issue a search, that search is not
6 exhaustive of the entire network of users
7 who are operating at that moment using the
8 Gnutella network, LimeWire being a client
9 on the Gnutella network.
10
By having multiple nodes, they're
1 ll able to see multiple subnetworks, parts of
12 the network, and perform a more exhaustive
13 search than a single user.
14
Q. Would a single user be searching
15 for a file, whether that me be digital
16 video or data or a report, but Tiversa
17 would be looking at what that user was
18 looking for?
19
I'm just not understanding -- it
20 appears to me, and please correct me if I'm
21 wrong, that a user of the network is
22 searching for something. Is that correct?
23
A. That's correct.
24
Q. But that Tiversa is searching for
25 what the user?
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A. These networks are a little
2 search.
different than maybe the network you're
3
Q. So let's tum to page 4 ofRX-3.
envisioning. When a user issues a search,
4 In the first full paragraph on that page,
say that user wants a song from Madonna and
5 about, I don't know, one-third of the way
they issue a search for "Material Girl,"
6 down that paragraph, there's a sentence.
that string, "Material Girl," is passed to
7 You say, "These files were inadvertently
other users of that network to see if they
8 published in popular peer-to-peer file
have a match.
9 sharing networks like LimeWire or BearS hare
If a user doesn't have a match,
10 and could be easily downloaded by anyone
the string gets passed to another user and
11 searching for them." Do you see that
then to another user. But there's no
12 sentence?
guarantee when a user issues that search
13
A. Yes.
that that string, "Material Girl," will get
14
Q. Did I read it correctly?
passed to every computer on the network.
15
A. Yes.
In fact, typically, depending on the
16
Q. Your statement is that they could
network -- and there are many, many
17 be easily downloaded?
exceptions to what I'm saying here, because
18
A. Yes.
there are many different networks, all of
19
Q. "Downloading" is what?
them developed primarily by open-sourced
I' 20
A. Is sharing the file.
communities.
21
Q. So they could take the
But typically, that search would
22 information from the network, or from that
be passed to a limited number of computers)
23 individual working on the network who had
and some of those computers are users, may
24 the file that they were looking for, and
be considered super nodes or iiber nodes~---t-=2;:;..5_d:;.;.o; . wnl;.;.=; :; :o:. : a:. : d;. : i:. :;.t..;;.o;;;;;n,;;,;to~th=e;;;ir;;....;;..
co=.:m=-::-=u~te:;:r;..:...-.:I:::s..:t=h=at=--36
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which have information that might speed the
sear()h, sending it to a more likely user.
But the key feature of these networks is
that there's no one super user that knows
all the network, a key distinction from the
failed Napster.
Napster was driven out of
business because they were maintaining a
list of every file by every user, allowing
you to quickly find the file. This one
looks more like a whispering game: I ask
you; you ask Michael; Michael asks Kevin;
and we keep a little trail, so that if
Kevin does have the file, he knows kind of
how to get back to the original requester.
That is a layman's description of
how these networks work. There are many
technical subtleties, enhancements. The
networks are constantly changing, growing,
contracting.
Q. You used the term "string." Is
that synonymous with the layman's term for
"search"?
A. A set of text related to a
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an accurate statement?
A. Yes, but only if the user was
sharing that file.
Q. I see.
A. That is, making it publicly
available on the network.
Q. There's also another piece, isn't
there, which includes not only the users
sharing the file on the network, but the
other party has to be looking for the file.
Is that correct?
A. That is correct. Or, more
precisely, looking for something that
somehow matches with that file. So a user
searching for "lab," might only find songs
with the name "lab." They might fmd
spreadsheets with "lab" in the title or in
the metadata of that file. They need not
be searching for a specific file.
Q. But they need to be searching for
something that is related to a file which
another user on the network is sharing?
A. Yes.
. In terms ofusin Tiversa's
9 (Pages 33 to 36)
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technology for the "Data Hemorrhaging''
2 presumption?
3
A. In many cases, not all.
article, how did you get the information?
4
Q. And why do you think it was a
For example, you indicated that, in your
5 safe presumption at the time you were doing
article, that during the first phase of
6 the research?
your study, that there were 3,328 files
7
A. Well, first of all, some of the
collected by random sampling. How did you
8 files that were being shared would have
collect the files?
A. I believe the paper explicitly
1 9 been harmful to the individuals, create
10 potential risks for those individuals.
details exactly how we collected the files.
Q. Well, it uses the
11
Q. Based on your work in this area
12 with regard to peer-to-peer file sharing
words "collected the rues," and it does
13 networks, when you were doing the research
give a frame work. I guess what I'm
looking for is, were the files transferred
14 back in 2008,2009- is that fair to
from Tiversa to a computer at Dartmouth, or ~· 15 say? - what was the level of awareness in
16 terms of users with regard to some of the
were the files printed off from Tiversa and
mailed to Dartmouth, or was Dartmouth given
dangers of using peer-to-peer networks?
18
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
remote access to Tiversa' s system and
19
vague and as to state of mind of the
collection activities?
1 20
users.
A. We used different methods to
1
21
A. Much of our research,
share information. Because of the size and
22 particularly our first papers in each area,
extent of the findings and the file
23 were really there to create more awareness
transfer technology at that time, in some
24 for the risks that we believed many users
cases the files were shipped to us on DVD
25 weren't aware of.
or_hard drive,;_ in some cases we were
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provided access through an FTP server that
will allow us to review the files remotely.
Q. Were these the only two methods
used?
A. No, I think there may have been
others. Possibly, in some cases by e-mail,
though typically, only in cases of maybe a
single file.
Q. You describe in your paper, on
the very first page, you say that the
research focused on inadvertent
disclosures. Do you agree with that?
A. Yes.
Q. How do you know that the
disclosures were inadvertent?
A. Presumed inadvertent on our part.
Q. Because?
A. Because these networks were
primarily used by individuals sharing
music, video, and pictures. But it's
possible that users may wish to share some
of these files and had planned to do so, so
it's a presumption on our part.
Q. Do you think it was a safe
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Q. And in 2008, would it be fair to
say that it was your position that, still,
many users were not aware of the file
sharing capabilities of these peer-to-peer
networks?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
vague as to "users."
A. Yes.
Q. Page 10 of your article sets out
the research method and analysis. And you
indicate that-- and this is the second
sentence under Section 4, "Research Method
and Analysis"-- "To collect a sample of
leaked data, we initially focused on
Fortune Magazine's list of the top ten
publicly traded health-care firms."
Why did you focus in on the top
ten?
A. We were following research
protocol from our work in banking, where we
believed that focusing on the largest
providers would give us a broad section, a
cross section, of the leak activity in the
health care sector.
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Q. Was there also a consideration
given to focusing in on the top ten, that
there would be a more sophisticated system
in place to protect the data?
A. Possibly, but I don't think that
was a specific objective we had in mind.
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: William,
would this be a good time to take a
break?
MR. SHERMAN: Sure.
(Four-page e-mail string marked
Exhibit RX-4 for identification)
EXAMINATION CONTINUED
BY MR. SHERMAN:
Q. Keep that open, but we've marked
a document, RX-4.
We were talking about the top ten
hospitals before we took a short break.
And if you could turn to the first page -actually, it's the last page, but it's
marked "1 of 4."
What this appears to be is an
e-mail from you sent to Chris Gormley, and
it a ears to be a list of to ten
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hospitals or health care facilities.
A. Yup.
Q. Is that what that represents?
A. Yeah, I think... Yeah, as I say
in the e-mail, Fortune top ten. I'm
guessing that's what they were.
Q. And so the entities listed on the
last page of RX-4 represent the top ten
hospitals that were the subject of the
first phase of your research. Is that fair
to say?
A. Yes, though I'm not sure if this
was our final list. We had also considered
other ways to consider top ten, so I would
have to do a comparison to be sure that
this was in fact the ones we used.
Q. There is a chart in your report
on page 11.
A. Yup, looks like we got them.
Q. So the chart on page 11 ofRX-3,
is it your testimony that the list matches
the list of entities listed on the last
page of RX-4?
A. Yu it a ears to.

43
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Q. Okay. If we could go back to
RX-3, please, page 10. After the mention
of the top ten publicly traded health care
firms, you indicate that, " ...we developed
a digital footprint for each health care
institution."
Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. What is a digital footprint?
A. These would be, as it's described
in the paper, terms related to those
institutions.
Q. So you would develop terms
related to each institution?
A. Yes.
Q. You go on to say, " ••.for
example, names ofthe affiliated hospitals,
clinics, key brands, et cetera."
A. Yes.
Q. So those are the types of terms
you would use to search each of these top
ten health care firms?
A. Yes.
MR. SHERMAN: Can ~e mark this as

i
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5, please?
(Two-page e-mail string marked
Exhibit RX-5 for identification)
Q. I've shown you what's been marked
as RX-5, and I'll ask you to look at that.
Can you tell us what that is,
please?
A. An e-mail between myself and
Chris.
Q. And it's dated November 19,2007.
Is that correct?
A. Yup.
Q. The subject is "Medical probing
terms."
Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. And below that, there are some
terms.
What were these terms used for?
A. They were added to the digital
footprint that we were using for each of
those top ten organizations.
Q. So these were not the -- to your
recollection the were not the ori inal
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terms that you were using to search; they
were additional terms?
A . Yes, many of which were already
included, in fact, in the original terms,
but we wanted to be sure that we had a good
list.
MR. SHERMAN: Let's look at RX-6,
please. I'm going to show you what's
been marked as RX-6.
(Four-page spreadsheet, first
page being blank, marked Exhibit RX-6
for identification)
Q. You've been handed what's been
marked as RX-6, and I'd ask that you take a
look at that, particularly the second page
and the fourth page. Can you identify what
that is for us, please?
A. It looks like the contents of a
spreadsheet.
Q. And if you look at the last page,
do you know what that is?
A. It looks like the metadata
associated with this particular file.
Q. Would these be search terms that
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A. There were unique names in each
one and names in common.
Q. On page 11, near the bottom third
of that first paragraph, it says, " ..•
rues captured" - well, let me go back a
little further. "Of course, increasing the
number of terms included in the digital
footprint increased the number file matches
found but also [increased] false
positives..• " What is a false positive?
A. From our point of view, they were
files unrelated to health care.
Q. Who made the determination that a
file was a false positive?
A. We did.
Q. And that would be you and your
assistant?
A. Yes.
Q. Or you and Tiversa?
A. The Dartmouth team.
Q. It goes on to say, " ...rues
captured that have nothing to do with the
institution in question." What is meant
b
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were used on page 2 of this particular
exhibit?
A. I don't think so, in this case.
We had considered doing a study in the
insurance industry, but then decided to
focus more squarely on health care.
Q. I see.
So let's go back to RX-3, please.
You indicate in the second paragraph under
Section 4, "Research Method and Analysis.
With the help of Tiversa Inc., we searched
P2P networks using our digital signature
over a two-week period (in January, 2008)
and randomly gathered a sample of shared
fdes related to health care and these
institutions." Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. Did I read it correctly?
A. Yes.
Q. So the digital signature is the
same as a digital footprint?
A. Yes.
Q. Was the digital signature
different for each health care firm?
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A. Ones that were shared that we
were able to observe.
Q. How was the determination made
about which of the captured files that you
were able to observe would actually be made
available to Dartmouth by Tiversa? Or were
all of the captured rues made available?
A. I believe all the captured files
were made available.
Q. Okay. By one of the three or
four ways that we discussed earlier?
A. Yes, comprising that sample of
3,328 files.
Q. Under Figure 2 on page 11 of
RX-3, you indicate that 50 percent of the
3,328 fdes were considered to be duplicate
copies. Is that correct?
A. Correct.
Q. And how would you define a
"duplicate copy"?
A. I feel it's self-evident.
Q. Well, would you tell us for the
record, please?
A. A co that's the same as the
12 (Pages 45 to 48)
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other.
Q. Well, in your report you say that
it's! " .•.the same file.•.that had spread
or were on multiple IP addresses."
A. Yes.
Q. So it would not be a copy under
the definition used in the article if it
were not the same file that had spread or
were on multiple IP addresses?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
argumentative.
Q. Correct?
A. Our technology allowed us not to
retrieve the same file from the same user
multiple times.
Q. But this seems to be indicating
that it was the same file that had spread
and was on multiple IP addresses, which
would indicate, correct me if I'm wrong,
that it's not the same user.
A. There are cases where it could be
the same user. I may have a file on my
laptop computer and be plugged into a
network at work and receive an IP address
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first sentence of the first full paragraph
on that page, "The most common type of the
files found were newspaper and journal
articles, followed by documents associated
with students studying medicine."
A. Yes.
Q. Did I read that correctly?
A. Yes.
Q. And it's true, then, that those
documents were not found to be dangerous or
harmful to anyone. Is that correct?
A. Yes. Well, it depends. If
you're a medical textbook publisher, it's
harmful for you if people are sharing your
textbook.
Q. Right. I understand.
Below Figure 3 you indicate tha~
"The set of dangerous documents discovered
contained several files that would
facilitate medical identity theft. One
such document was a government application
for employment asking for detailed
background information."
How is that information
~-
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2 based on my work network, but then I go to
3 the hotel and log in using a different ISP
4 and get a different IP address. Same file;
5 two different IP addresses.
6
We couldn't distinguish between
7 those. We could take -- we would end up
8 with both of them.
9
Q. Were there examples of the same
10 file shared from different sources?
11
A. I believe so. But it was not
12 easy or possible always for us to be able
13 to tell if they were truly different
14 sources or just the scenario I described
15 earlier.
Q. Was that true in both phases of
16
17 the study in terms of trying to determine
18 the source of a captured file?
19
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
20
vague.
21
A. I'm not sure I can answer that
22 question.
Q. Maybe we'll come back to it
23
24 later. It might make more sense.
25
You indicate on a e 12 in the
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considered dangerous?
A. Dangerous in the sense that it
provides personal identifying information
about an individual which they may not wish
to have broadly shared.
Q. Was the source of this flle
known?
A. I don't know.
Q. Page 13, the first full
paragraph, you indicate, "More disturbing,
we found a hospital-generated spreadsheet
of personally identifiable information on
recently-hired employees, including Social
Security numbers contract information, job
category, etc."
Did I read that correctly?
A. Yes.
Q. Now, obviously that's a dangerous
documentA. Yes.
Q. --you would agree?
A. Yes.
Q. Did you determine the source of
that articular document?
13 (Pages 49 to 52)
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2 Dartmouth team's idea to do more specific
3 and intentional searches?

Johnson
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Vague as
to "source."
A. The Dartmouth team, the focus of
our research was not sources, so we put
really no effort into trying to determine
the source of any documents described in
this paper.
Q. Then let's move down to the
second full paragraph on page 13, where it

4

5
6
7
8
9

10

11 reads, "As a second stage of our analysis~

11

12 we then moved from sampling with a large
13 net to more specific and intentional
14 searches... " Do you see that?
15
16

A . Yes.
Q. Did I read that correctly?

17

A. Yes.

12
113
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15
16

A. We became aware ofLimeWire's
ability to, as we described, follow
specific nodes. It's a functionality that
LimeWire provides its users, because when
you're searching for music and I fmd that
you have a similar taste in music that I
do, that I may want to see what other songs
you're sharing. So ifl search for
Madonna, "Material Girl," and fmd it on
your computer, I may believe that you have
other songs from Madonna or related songs
to "Material Girl" that I would appreciate.
Q. Was the second stage of the

17 research done because you were not
18 satisfied with the type of information you
19 had gotten during the first stage and
20 wanted more?
21
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
22
vague as to "satisfied."
, 23
A. We certainly were interested in
24 fmding other examples, yes.
25
. And did ~u commp.nicate ~~

18
Q. You would consider using the
19 terms associated with the top ten health

20 care firms, and also creating a digital
21 footprint or a digital signature containing
22 terms associated with those top ten firms~
23 both individually and generally, to be a
24 broader net in terms of searching for
25 potential rues to capture?
54
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Yes.

2
A.
3
Q. Why?
4
A. Because many of those terms are
5 still vague, not specific, so they would
6 often uncover many, many unrelated, as we
7 report, files.
8
Q. And so to do a more specific and
9 intentional search, what did you do?
10
A. Well, first, I need to qualify
11 that by the fact that we didn't search, the
12 Dartmouth team didn't search, any networks
13 for any files ourself. Tiversa did all the
14 sear~hing.
15
And, secondly, to answer your
16 question, we defined very specifically
17 exactly what Tiversa did in that step.
Q. Now, did the Dartmouth team
18
19 suggest that Tiversa take these steps, or
20 did Tiversa suggest to Dartmouth that these
21 were the steps that needed to be taken to
22 do a more specific and intentional search?
23
A . I don't think I can answer that
24 question.
• The uestion is: Was it the
25
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2 Tiversa that you were interested in finding
3 more examples, or did Tiversa indicate to

4 you that you could really find more
5 examples if you did A, B, C?
6
A. We communicated to Tiversa that
7 we were interested in finding more
8 examples.
9
Q. And did they guide you in how you
10 could possibly find more examples?
11
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
12
vague as to "guide."
13
A. Their own technology that we were
14 aware of allowed for more searching than we
15 had done in Phase 1, yes.
16
Q. It was a different type of

17 search, correct?
18
19

A. Correct.
Q. In fact1 20
A. That's why we describe it in the
21 paper.
22
Q. In fact, you described the search
23 as, "One of the features enabled by

24 LimeWire and other sharing clients is the
25 abili to examine all the shared files of
14 (Pages 53 to 56)
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2 a particular user, (sometimes called
3 'browse host'). Over the next since
4 months, we periodically examined hosts that
5 appeared promising for shared files." Did
6 I read that correctly?
A. Yes.
7
8
Q. Bow is it determined which browse
9 hosts would be periodically examined over
10 the next six months?
A. Very much as I described for
11
12 music: Posts that had leaked were sharing
13 files that appeared interesting.
14
Q. And so is it fair, then, to say
15 that, consistent with Stage 1, these hosts
16 were affiliated with the top ten health
17 care firms?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
18
misstates prior testimony -19
A. No.
20
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: --vague
21
as to "affiliated."
22
23
Q. So the hosts did not necessarily
24 need to be affiliated with the top ten
25 health care firms that the broad net was
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That sentence suggests that
information came from the first sampling,
but you're indicating that some of it could
have and some of it could not have. Is
that right?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
misstates prior testimony.
A. What we're conveying there is
that we learned things in our first sample
that helped us.
Q. That last paragraph, you indicate
that, "Using this approach, we uncovered
far more disturbing files. For a medical
testing lab, we found a 1,718-page document
containing patient Social Security numbers,
insurance information, and treatment codes
for thousands of patients."
Did I read that correctly?
A. You did.
Q. Is it fair to say that the browse
host from which that information was
captured, you can't identify who that is?
A. I can't.
• _Is it .f!ir to saythat the browse
60
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cast--

A. No.
Q. -- for in the first stage?
A.

No.

Q. Were these hosts users who had
leaked files that had been captured during
the first stage of the research?
A. They could have been.
Q. So is it fair to characterize
your testimony, then, that the browse hosts
that were periodically examined for six
months who appeared promising for shared
files were not necessarily those that were
discovered by virtue of shared files in the
first stage?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
misstates prior testimony.
A. I don't know if I could answer
that question. You have to ask Tiversa.
Q. So let's go one sentence before
the last one I just read, where it
says, "Using information from the first
sampling, we examined shared files on hosts
where we had found other dan erous data."

1
Johnson
2 host whose file that information was
3 captured from, you don't know whether or
4 not that browse host was identified in the
5 first stage of the research?
6
A. I don't know.
7
Q. Do you know when you received
8 this particular file from Tiversa?
9
A. I know the time frame. It's the
10 time frame described in the paper. The
11 exact date, we could look, look it up.
12
Q. When did the - I understand that
13 during the first stage there were two weeks
14 in January of...

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

A. 2008.
Q. 2008 -- thank you -- where the
frrst stage was conducted. When did the
sixth month period begin for the second
stage?
A. It began shortly thereafter and
continued into the summer.
Q. So is it fair to say that there
was no large gap of weeks between the first
stage and the second stage?
A. There rna have been weeks.

15 (Pages 57 to 60)
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2
Q. Well, it says, "We are coming
3 well on the medical files - fmished going
4 through all of the files. We are working

Johnson
Q. How many? Do you know?
A. I don't. I don't recall.
Q. Not more than a month of weeks?
A. It could have been a month.
Q. It could have been a month.
Could it have been longer than two months?
A. Potentially. Not longer than

5 on the report right now. We turned up some
interesting stuff... "
Is it your testimony that this
was a conversation you were having about
the files that were captured during
Phase 1?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. Okay. And you go on to say, "Any
13 chance you could share a couple other of
14 your recent medical finds that we could use
15 to spice up the report? You told me about
16 the one database your found that could
I 11 really boost the impact of the report.
118 Certainly will coordinate with you on the
I 19 report and release. I forgot to ask - did
'
you guys also grab searches related to our
digital signature?" Did I read that
22 correctly?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. Based on your review of these
25 communications set out in RX-7, would it be

6
7
8
9
10

9
10

SlX.

11

MR. SHERMAN: Ifwe could mark
this as 7.
(Three-page e-mail chain marked
Exhibit RX-7 for identification)
Q. I've handed you what's been
marked as RX-7. Please look at these pages
and let me know when you've reviewed them.
A. I'm reading it backwards. I'm
sorry.
(Pause)
Okay.
Q. If we start it at the back, is it
fair to say that this is a series of
e-mails between yourself and Chris Gormley?
A. Yes.
------
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Q. Not longer than six months.

~~~
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2
Q. And if you - well, these e-mails
3 start on April29, 2008. Is that correct?
4
A. Yes.
5

6
7
8
9
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Q. In the middle of the page it
says, "Eric, Medical is a treasure-trove of
information, but it's not necessarily
coming from big hospitals. We've got tons
of individual practitioners (most notably
psychiatrists) who disclose (since they
write up their findings). I'd like to give
you a quick call regarding the info what's your number? I can't find your card
right now." Did I read that correctly?
A. Yes.
Q. At what stage was the research in
April 29, 2008? Does this give you some
context as to where you were in the
research during that period of time?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
vague as to "research."
A. Well, as you can see in the
subsequent e-mail, we're talking about the
process of reviewing the files that we had
found in Phase 1.
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fair to say that this was prior to Stage 2
of the research?
A. No.
Q. Okay. Would it be fair to say
that this was prior to your getting any
results from Phase 2 of the research?
A. No.
Q. Okay.
A. As we discussed in this e-mail,
we had already been talking about Phase 2.
Q. Well, where in these e-mails do
you see a mention of Phase 2?
A. Further files that Tiversa was
finding.
Q. Okay.
Had you received any of those
files?
A. No.
Q. The last sentence that's found on
page 2, it says, "Did you guys also grab
searches related to our digital signature?"
A. Yes.
Q. Do you see that?
A. Yes.

16 (Pages 61 to 64)
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2
Q. Was the digital signature used in
2 apologize if I have: Who determined which
3 browser host was going to be monitored for
3 Phase 1 and Phase 2?
4
A. Phase I.
4 six months?
5
Q. Phase 1.
5
A. Tiversa.
6
And when you state, "You told me
6
Q. You had mentioned that the
7 about the one database you found that could
7 network is constantly changing -8 really boost the impact of the report," is
8
A. Yes.
9. it correct to assume that through verbal or
9
Q. -- expanding, contracting. Is
10 e-mail communications you had been told
10 that because there are, at any given time,
11 about a database that had been found by
11 a different number of users on a particular
12 Th·ersa?
12 network that's being searched?
13
A. Yes.
13
A. Yes.
14
Q. And if we tum to page 15 of
14
(Six-page double-sided e-mail
15 RX-3, that paragraph is talking about a
15
string, Bates stamped Eric Johnson 16 hospital where we found two spreadsheet
16
000001 and 2, 21 and 22, and 27 through
17 databases. Is this the same database that
17
34, marked Exhibit RX-8 for
18 was referenced in your e-mail of April 29,
18
identification)
19 2008?
19
Q. I've handed you what's just been
20
A. Possibly.
20 marked as RX No. 8, and I'll ask that you
1
21
Q. Possibly.
21 take a look at that and let me know when
22
If you look at the last sentence
122 you've reviewed it.
23 above Figure 5 on page 15 -- well, it's the
23
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Counsel,
24 next-to-the-last sentence. It says, "In
24
may I just ask, the Bates skips from
_:2:;:5:........:thi:::':.:::.s-=c=a::.:se::2...=:th::.:e:::..h::.e::.:m=or::.:r:..::;h=a=e-=c;;;::am=e:...:f:::..r.;:;;om=-=a::.:n:::;..__ _~2;.;;;.5_ 21 -- ex~use.me, from 2 to 22. Is that
r·
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outsourced collection agency working for
the hospital."
Now, you testified earlier that
it wasn't the focus to identify sources.
But this is a source that was identified.
Is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Why was this particular source
identified?
A. It was possible. Sources weren't
always possible.
Q. Oh.
A. Sometimes it was self-evident
from the file.
Q. So what you're saying is, based
on the information it was clear where this
file came from?
A. Yes.
Q. And at other times, the
infcrmation on the captured files was not
so easily discernible as to where it came
from?

A.
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deliberate?
MR. SHERMAN: This is deliberate
because the report, the "Data
Hemorrhaging" report, was in between
that.
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Okay. And
then it skips to 27. That is also
deliberate?
MR. SHERMAN: Yes, maybe what
was. I don't know.
MR. O'LEARY: I think his resume,
maybe, was in there.
MR. SHERMAN: Yes, it was
something that wasn't e-mails.
MR. O'LEARY: I think in my cover
letter I laid out some of the numbering
challenges we had, since we were
relatively new at it.
Q. In RX-8, the first page is an
e-mail from Carl Settlemyer to you dated
February 3, 2009. Is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And he's requesting a copy of the
article. And the article is the "Data
17 (Pages 65 to 68)
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2 Hemorrhaging" article. Is that correct?
3
A. Yes.
Q. On page 2, your response to
4
5 Mr. Settlemyer is, "Yes Carl, I remember
6 you.''
7
Do you see that?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. Where do you remember
10 Mr. Settlemyer from?
11
A. I believe we met in and around
12 the time that I testified related to our
13 work in banking.
Q. And where did you testify in
14
15 relation to your work in banking?
16
A. House committee.
17
Q, And what year was that?
18
A. Possibly 2006, but I'm not
19 cert·lln.. I would have to go look.
20
Q. After your testimony you
21 indicated you met Mr. Settlemyer. Did you
22 have subsequent conversations with
23 Mr. Settlemyer other than what's located
24 here in these e-mails?
_2_5___A_.____N_o!Jhat I recall.
____
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well, it's an e-mail from you to
Mr. Settlemyer. You indicate, " .. .leakage
in the health care sector is more complex
and (in some ways) frightening."
What do you mean by "leakage in
the health care sector is more complex"?
And I suspect that you're comparing it to
leakage in the financial sector?
A. Correct. The types of data, the
fact that the data may be personal
identifiable data, like in banking, data
that would be used to commit traditional
fmancial fraud or financial identity
theft, but also data that is much more
personal in nature and could be used in
many other ways.
Q. So you described in your answer
just now that the data was more complex. I
actually took the sentence meaning that the
leakage was more complex. Was that an
incorrect way to interpret that sentence?
A. I think my meaning there was the
data itself. There may have been, in my
mind, some idea of the fragmented nature of
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Q. If I look at page 22, it's
another e-mail from Mr. Settlemyer to you
dated February 3rd. And he indicates, "We
have greatly appreciated your insights into
your work in the past."
Does that refresh your
recollection as to whether or not there
were other conversations with
Mr. Settlemyer about your work?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
asked and answered.
A. I think he's referring to the
work on banking.
Q. Were there any conversations
between you and Mr. Settlemyer about your
work on banking?
A. At some point we had a
conversation in and around the time of that
home testimony.
Q. Was it before or after the
testimony?
A. I would say after, but I'm not
certain.
Q. If ou'lllook down on a e 22 as
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health care, which is different than
banking, meaning that there are many more
small health care establishments.
Q. If you'll turn to page 27, that's
an e-mail from Mr. Settlemyer to you dated
March 5, 2009, thanking you for sending the
article and indicating that, "We'd like to
discuss your research with you when you
have...free time."
MR. SHER.\1AN: Off the record,
please.
(Off the record)
Q. Were there discussions about your
research with Mr. Settlemyer and Mr. Sheer?
A. I believe I did have a
conversation with them after this e-mail.
Q. Did you only have one
conversation with them?
A. There may have been more than
one, but it was no more than one or two.
Q. The subject matter ofthe
conversations, were they basically focused
in on your report?
A. And m research in this area.
18 (Pages 69 to 72)
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And your research in the area.
Did you exchange any documents
with them, with the FTC?
Q.

A. I think this paper, which is
referenced in this e-mail.

Q. That's the only document you
shared with them?

A. That's the only one I recall
sharing with the FTC.
Q. If you'lllook at the last page
12 of RX-8 -- well, it's the next-to-the-last

13 page, actually, because the pages are two
14 sided. It's an e-mail from Carl Settlemyer
15 to you dated December 8, 2010. It
16 indicates, "You and I have had several
17 conversations in the past about the
18 availability of sensitive information on
19 P2P file-sharing networks. Would you have
20 some time on Thursday or Friday to speak
21 with me briefly about some potential work
22 we may have for you on that subject?"
23
What was the potential work that
24 they had for you on the subject?
25
A. At tha~ time, I r~call the FTC
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BY MR. SHERMAN:
Q. Dr. Johnson, you've just been

handed what's been marked as RX-9. Please
take a look at that and let me know when
you've reviewed it.
A. Yeah, ready.
Q. If you'll go to page 24 ofRX-9,
this appears to be a confidentiality
agreement, or at least an unsigned
confidentiality agreement, between Tiversa
and yourself. Is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Was this ever executed?
A. I believe so.
Q. And was this in connection with
the research that we discussed early on in
the deposition here today?
A. It was put in place prior to our
original work with them in 2005, somewhere
in there.
Q. Okay. And does this refresh your
recollection that at least as early as 2005
you were working with Tiversa?
A. Yes.
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was interested in building educational
material for the general public on the
dangers of file sharing, and I think on
that phone call, they -- we discussed the
possibility of participating in the
creation ofthat educational material.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Q. Was there any discussion ofLabMD
9 or the 1,718-page file that you found from
10 them?
11
A. Not that I recall.
Q. Did you participate with the FTC
12
13 in creating informational or educational
14 materials for the public?
15
A. No.
16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25

MR. SHERMAN: Let's take a
ten-minute break.
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Sure.
(Recess)
(Two-page double sided
confidentiality agreement, Bates
stamped Eric Johnson- 000023 through
26, marked Exhibit RX-9 for
identification)
EXAMINATIONCONTINUED
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Q. If you'll look at Paragraph 3(a),
it indicates that you were permitted to
disclose confidential information to your
employer and other representatives, but
only to the extent it was reasonably
necessary in order for you to evaluate the
technology.
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: I'm sorry,
Counsel, did you read that as
"employer" or "employee"?
MR. SHERMAN: I probably said
"employer," but it does say
"employees."
Q. But only to the extent reasonably

15
16 necessary in order for you to evaluate the
17 technology.
l8
Did you do any formal evaluation
19 ofTiversa's technology?
20
A. Yes.
· 21
Q. And what did that evaluation
22 consist of?
23

A We conducted a senes of
24 expenments to detenmne tf in fact they
25 were able to discover files, as the
19 (Pages 73 to 76)
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clatmed.
Q. And when you say "we," ns that a
4
team of individuals from Dartmouth?
5
A. Yes.
Q. And so what was the process of
6
7
evaluating? Did you search for specific
8
files, or did you search in specific
business sectors? How was the evaluation
9
10
done?
11
A. We ourselves created files whtch
12
we then distributed to users in other
13
places of the country and world who would
subsequently make those files available
14
15
through a file-shanng network. And then
we instructed Ttversa to find those files.
16
Q. What information did y.n,Cll g[vrs;
17
18
Tiversa in order for them to find the
file&?
19
A. Search stnngs.
20
Q. And how specific were the search
21
strings?
22
A . They were specific.
23
Q. Can you describe how specific, or
24
e...::th=a::.;t:...;w:..:..:a::.;s:..__ _ _l25
give me an example of a fil:.::.

Johnson
was directed to Dean Johnson?
MR. SHERMAN: I'm sony, I did.
And it's actually directed to Chris
Gormley, Tagliaferri, and Griffin
Schultz.
Q. Do you know who those people are?
A. They're Tiversa employees.
Q. Do you know what Mr. Hopkins is
referring to when he says, "I'm done with
Dartmouth"?
A. I think he was referring to a
file collection process.
Q. Would that be for the first
phase?
A. I believe that's likely that's
what he's referring to there. I'm not
certain. It wasn't written to me.
Q. It appears that it was
subsequently sent to you, however, by
Mr. Gormley on March 18,2008.
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
lacks foundation.
A. March ~- it looks like March.
_Q_. March 18th?
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created and shared via a P2P network, and
then certain information given to Tiversa
for them to find that file?
A. The name of the file, parts of
the name or name of the file. I think -my recollection is we gave them the name of
the file, but...
(Two-page e-mail string marked
Exhibit RX-10 for identification)
Q. You've been handed what's been
marked as RX-10. Please review that and
let me know when you're ready to testify
about it.
A. I'm ready.
Q. RX-10 appears to be-~ or it
contains an e-mail at the bottom of the
fast page from Samuel Hopkins to yourself,
Keith Tagliaferri, and Griffin Schultz. Is
that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. it's dated :J.\"Iarch 18, 2008?
A. Yes.
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: I'm sorry,
Counsel, did ou sa that that e-mail
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2
A. I'm looking at my reply, the
3 26th, but possibly.
4
Q. In the middle of the page there
5 is a-6
A. Sometime in March.
Q. In the middle of the page there
7
8 is a "From" and "To"- "From," "Sent,"
9 "To," and "Subject" line. "From" is Chris
10 Gormley ofTiversa, and "To" is yourself.
; 11 Is that correct?
12
A. Yes.
13
Q. Dated March 18, 2008?
14
A. Yes.
15
Q. And your response, however, at
16 the top was sent March 26, 2008. Is that
17 right?
18
A. Yes.
19
Q. And it's your belief that this is
20 referencing documents captured during
21 Phase 1 of-~ or Stage 1 of the research on
22 data hemorrhaging?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. Arc you aware of whether Tiversa
25 was aid for allowin , Dartmouth to use its
20 (Pages 77 to 80)
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technology for this :research?
A. We d1d not have any fmancia]
relationship with Tiversa.
Q. F rom 2005 through -A. Ever
Q. -- through the present?
A. Yes.
Q. Do you know what was in it for
Tiversa to allow you to use this
technology?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
speculation, vague as to "in it."
A. We were research partners, as you
can see, and they valued the time we spent
conducting the research.
Q. All right.
A. As you might also notice, we
weren't very high on their priority list of
things to do because there's some gaps in
time here.
Q. Is Tiversa mentioned in each
published article in which they -A. Yes.
Q. -- assisted?
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Is there an internal review board
at Dartmouth for research projects like the
ones you've been doing with Tiversa?
A. There is a committee on the
protection of human subjects.
Q. And that's the only internal
review of research projects that Dartmouth
has in place to review research subjects
that its professors take on?
A. There are other reviews of
faculty members and their research
productivity, but of projects themselves,
the tenets of academic freedom give faculty
wide range of the research subjects they
choose.
Q. Were the funding sources for the
research made aware of Tiversa 's
participation in the research?
A. Yes.
Q. And your communication and
involvement with Tiversa is ongoing because
you have current communication in the
research in which they're involved?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Ob'ection;
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misstates prior testimony.
A. No.
Q. Are you aware of whether Tiversa
has an ongoing research partnership with
Dartmouth?
A. No.
Q. You're not aware?
A. Not aware.
Q. So what was the last research
project that you did with Tiversa?
A. There was a subsequent project in
2009 that may have continued into 2010.
I'd have to check my records, but certainly
not within the last couple of years.
(Four-page excerpt from
"Information Governance; Flexibility
and Control Through Escalation and
Incentives," dated April 24, 2008,
marked Exhibit RX-11 for
identification)
Q. Dr. Johnson, you've been handed
what's been marked as RX-11, and I ask if
you recognize that?
A. Yes.
84
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Q. What is that?
A. It appears to be a working paper,
or part of a working paper.
Q. I will submit for the record that
this paper was 30 pages long, and I
provided an excerpt here of the frrst four
pages. But you do recognize it as a paper
on which you are listed as a co-author or
co-contributor?
A. Yes.
Q. And this paper was about
information governance. It's entitled
"Information Governance: Flexibility and
Control Through Escalation and Incentives."
Is that correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And April 24, 2008, is that the
publication date?
A. This appears to be a working
paper.
Q. And what is -A. So this-Q. What is a working paper?
A. This would be a re- ublication

21 (Pages 81 to 84)
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versivn of a paper that was not probably
complete at that time, though I could check
the dates to determine if that were true.
Q. I want to turn you to page 3 of
the paper. And in the first full paragraph
on that page there's mention of "the rule
ofleast access."
Can you define what the rule of
least access is? And I know it may say
what it is in the paper, but could you
testify to what it is for us, please?
A. The idea is that within an
organization, that employees are given
access to information based on the needs of
their jobs but are not provided information
beyond those needs.
Q. At the time this research was
being done, was that a widely-acceptable
practice of organizations, that you were
aware of, in terms of information
governance?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
''ague as to "widely acceptable," calls
for an ex12ert OJ2inion.
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Q. And if they don't need it to do
their job, then the rule of least access
suggests that they should not be given
access to that information?
A. That's correct. However, as we
describe in this paper, there are many
areas in between.
Q. Yes.
On page 4, second sentence of the
first full paragraph it states, "For
example, all tellers in a bank perform
roughly the same job and receive the same
set of privileges. This approach works
well for organizations with a few dominant
roles that do not change."
Did I read that correctly?
A. Yes.
Q. So, paraphrasing, is it fair to
say that the rule works well in those
organizations where a group of people
perform roughly the same function and
therefore are given access to the same
information?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection
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A. If you notice, in the paper we
reference other work describing the rule of
least access.
Q. Have you done any research in
terms of how widely used this rule of least
access is being applied, or was being
applied, in various business sectors at
that particular time?
A. No, I hadn't done any research on
how widely used the rule of least access
was at that time.
Q. Do you think that the rule of
lead access is beneficial to organizations
who have information that they want to
protect from inadvertent sharing or sharing
intentionally?
A. It can be. It depends on the
circumstances and need of the employees for
the information.
Q. So if an employee needs the
information to do their job, they should be
givtn access to that information. Is that
corr~ct?

A.

That's correct.
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1
2
to form; misstates prior testimony.
3
And I further object to the extent that
4
the witness does not have a complete
copy of this working paper that appears
5
in excerpted form ofRX-11.
6
7
A. In that paragraph, we're
8 describing role-based access, which often
9 employs concepts from the rule of least
10 access. But role based, as indicated in
11 that paragraph, segments employees into
12 roles, and then in that role they're given
13 a set of privileges, which is uniform
14 across that role. It may not always be the
15 case that that is the least access needed
16 by every individual in that role.
Q. So it's fair to say that the
17
18 least access rule starts out generally, and
19 then it can be tailored to the needs of the
20 organization that is applying it?
21
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection
22
to form; misstates prior testimony.
A. The least access rule in
23
24 implementation would drive the necessity
25 for each individual in the organization to
22 (Pages 85 to 88)
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2 have specifically-tailored access policies.
2 Preventing every type of hacker is more
3 Role-based puts individuals into groups
3 troublesome.
4 whe-re they share the same access in that
4
Q. What about, for lack of a better
5 role.
5 word, an ill-intended employee?
6
MR. SHERMAN: Okay. Ifwe take
6
A. We call those insider-7
like a five-minute break, I may be
7
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: I'm sorry,
8
finished.
8
to interrupt, but objection. It's an
9
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Certainly.
9
incomplete hypothetical, and it calls
Thank you, William.
10
for an expert opinion.
10
11
(Recess)
11
Q. You call those?
12 EXA.t\1INATION CONTINUED
12
A. An insider.
13 BY MR. SHERMAN:
13
Q. Yes, an insider. Are there any
14
Q. A couple of more questions.
14 perfect security measures that can be taken
15
Let's look at RX-3, which is your
15 against insiders?
16 "Data Hemorrhaging."
16
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
17
A. Yes.
17
incomplete hypothetical, calls for an
18
Q. On page 19 you indicate that,
18
expert opinion.
19 "Coupled with the portability of data,
19
A. There certainly are many measures
20 inad,·ertent disclosures are inevitable."
20 that firms can take. Perfect, that's
21 And I guess you're coupling that with,
21 another challenge.
22 "information access within many health care
22
MR. SHERMAN: Okay. I have no
23 systems is lax and the need for better
23
further questions.
24 monitoring and information controls to
24
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Before we
25 detect and symptom leaks." Is !h=a
;:.;1::___ _ _ _1...:2;;;.:5=-'__.Jg::>..;o~of=f..;th=e;;..:.:re::..:c~o::..:rd::>..,...:I..Lju=s::.::t...:w:..:.an=t..::to~st=at=e:......__ _ _
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1
2 correct?
3
A. Yes.
4
Q. So I guess that you're not saying
that-well, what are you saying? What
5
6 are you saying? Are you saying that it's
7 inedtable that some information is going
8 to get out?
A. Yes.
9
Q. That because there's no perfect
10
11 security?
12
A. I believe that's true today.
Q. So if an organization had the
13
14 latest technology, written policies, rules,
15 procedures, is it your position that it
16 would be inevitable that some information
17 would get out if someone wanted to get it?
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
18
incomplete hypothetical, calls for an
19
20
expert opinion.
A. There's a broad difference
21
22 between what we discuss in this paper as
23 inadvertent disclosure versus an active
24 hacker. I do believe that inadvertent
25 disclosures can be controlled and managed.
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that to the extent that respondent
counsel wishes to use RX-11 at any
point further in this proceeding,
complaint counsel objects because it is
an incomplete document. And if we can
go off the record, please.
(Off the record)
EXAMINATION
BY MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF:
Q. Good afternoon, Dean Johnson.
int r oduced m yself to you this morning, but
my name is Laura V anD ruff and I am an
attor ney with the Federal Trade Commission.
Today, I'm serving in the role as complaint
counsel in the matter of LabMD. \Vith me
today is my colleague Alain Sheer .
Before this morning, have we met,
Professor Johnson?
A. No.
Q. H ave we spoken before?
A. No.
Q. Prior to the research that led
to-MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF. Well, for
23 (Pages 89 to 92)
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1
Johnson
Q. Has any government agency ever
2
3 directed you to search for documents that
4 were created by LabMD?
A. No.
5
6
Q. Has any government agency ever
7 predicated its funding of your research on
8 you finding customer information obtained
9 byLabMD?
10
A. No
11
Q. Did the Federal T~·ade Commission
12 or its staff contribute in any wa)' to the
13 research that resulted in the paper that
14 appears at CX382?
15
A. No .
16
Q. Did the Federal T rade Commission
17 or its staff ever review a draft of the
18 manuscript that resulted in the paper that
19 appears at CX382 before it was finalized
20 for publication?
21
A. No.
22
Q. Dean Johnson, do you have an area
23 of interest on which you focus your
24 re~earch?
. 25 '----..i~ Infonna.tion technolog

Johnson
the benefit of the record I am gomg to
mark as CX0382 a document, an identical
copy ofwhtch appears as RX-3. Thts is
for our housekeeping, because the judge
wants unique exhibit numbers for every
document.
MR. O'LEARY: Could I just say
that 1t'8 actually not an exact
duphcate ofRX-3 because of what's
included at the back ofRX-3, which I
think !S our error But the first
pages, you know, 3 through 21, are the
same as RX-3.
MS RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Thank you
for that clanfication.
Q. Dean Johnson, for the benefit of
the record, may I ask you to please
identify the document that I have now
replaced that appears at CX382?
A. Yes.
Q. What is the document that appears
at 382?
A . It's a paper that we presented at
the Fm.3:nctal Crypto_a_t:td Data Secu.rity
94
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2 Conference m February of 2009
3
Q. And is it a complete copy of that
4 paper?
5
A. Ye~.
6
Q. Prior to tht research that led to
7 the paper that's been marked as CX382, have
8 you ever heard ofLabMD?
9
A. No
10
Q. Had you ever heard of
11 Mr. Daughterty?
A. No.
12
13
Q. And the research that led to the
14 paper that bas been marked as CX382. were
15 you specifically looking for documents that
16 related to LabMD?
17
A. No
18
Q. Were )'OU specifically looking for
19 the sensitive personal information of
20 LabMD's customers?
21
A. 1\io.
22
Q. Have you ever conducted research
23 in which you specifically looked for
24 documents from LabMD?
25
A. No.
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2
Q. Did your work at HP contribute to
3 that area of interest?
4
A. Ye~.
5
Q. How did it contribute?
6
A. We were developing mformatton
7 sy8tems to run factories.
8
Q. Have you prepared similar
9 articles regarding the risk to corporations
10 and to individuals created b)' the
11 inadvertent disclo8ure of consumer~'
12 personal information?
A. Yes
13
14
Q. Have those articles been
15 published in peer-reviewed literature?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. Have you presented at national
18 academic conferences?
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. Have you testified before
21 Congress?
22
A. Yes.
23
Q. Did you de"elop a particular
24 interest in P2P file sharing?
A. Yes.
25
24 (Pages 93 to 96)
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Q. And why is that?
A. Because It allows an unusua l v1 ew
into the problems of inadvertent
disclosure.
Q. And what do you mean by " an
unusual view"?
A. Well, as we describe m our
papers, there are many different ways that
mforrnation can be inadvertently disclosed.
For example, ifl lose my laptop on the
tram, or 1f I put somethmg on the flash
dnve and then forget 1t at the cleaner8,
those in fact become madvertent
d1sclosures.
But they're more challengmg to
study. particularly m the broader sense
And we chose to study inadvertent
disclosures m peer-to-peer file shari:1g
because It allowed us the opportunity tc
see the kinds of files that could be
madvertentiy dtsclosed.
Note that the same files that get
lost on a laptop are the same files that
often
are
in peer-to-Qeer
file
.
. disclosed
-- -- - .
---
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Johnson
Q. And have they been published by
peer-reviewed journals?
A. Yes.
Q. I'd like you to direct your
attention to the document that's been
marked as CX382, a copy of the "Data
Hemorrhaging" paper, and specifically to
the page that appears at Bates 0000010. In
the first full paragraph, the third line
describes P2P users copying files that have
been exposed.
What is the risk to a sensitive
file after it has been exposed on a P2P
network?
A. That file faces the ns~< that
someone Wishmg to exploit its contents
would be able to retneve it.
Q. Is there also a risk that it will
be saved by someone other than the user
from whom the file was originall}' taken?
A. Yes.
Q. Is there a risk that a sensitive
file will be re-shared on a P2P network?
A. Yes.
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shc.nng. And thereby, peer-to-peer file
sharing fm us was really more of a place
that allowed us to study a much broader
problem.
Q. And the broader problem is what?
A. Inadvettent dtsclosure.
Q. Earlier today you described for
Mr. Sherman how P2P technology works. Do
you remember that testimony?
A. Yes.
Q. How did you develop that
understanding?
A I developed that understar:dmg in
the conduct of this research, though I will
be qUick to say that I'm not an exper. in
that technology
Q. But have you designed e1.periments
to track the movement of consumer
information across P2P networks?
A. Yes.
Q. And have those experiments been
reviewed by the editorial boards of
peer-reviewed journals?
A . Yes.
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Q. Describe that risk.
MR. SHERMAN: Objection; vague.
You may answer.
A. Flies that are shared on P2F
networks are often viewed and useC. by
others who then re-share them. And it's a
concept that we coined "the dtgital wmd,"
the tdea that as soon as the files are made
,:nrmlable, they, like a newspaper blowmg
m the wind, they seem to blow around.
But. unlike digital wmd, as they blow they
seem to multiply.
Q. What do you mean by "multiply"?
A. You have mult1ple instances of
the same file on dtfferent user accounts.
Q. And how does that affect the
likelihood that a sensitin file may be
misused?
A. It mcreases the hkelihood.
Q. Do the materials shared on P2P
networks vary from day to day?
A. Yes.
Q. Why is that?
A. Because users are constant!~
25 (Pages 97 to 100)
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2 JOmmg and leaving the network, so at any
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2 attention, please, to the document that n

3 pomt m time, the number of users on the
4 network is changing. And, m fact, what
5 the users may be sharing is also changmg.
6
Q. So if 1 were to search for a
7 particular document by its title today and
8 I did not fmd it, what conclusions could I
9 draw about the document's availability on s
10 P2P network?
MR. SHERMAN: Objection; calls
11
for speculation. You may answer.
12
A . You couldn't conclude anything.
13
14
Q. Why not?
A. There are two reasons: one rs
15
!6 that the ind1vidual may not be
17 participating m the ne~work at that time;
18 and, second, that you may not have found
19 the file, even if the user IS participatmg
20 in the networ:< at that time.
21
Q. And under what circumstances
22 would 1 not find the file if the user were
23 participating in the network at that time?
A . If that user were distant from
24
25 yo~ ip the ne_twor~ ~di~tant" mem.n ng

3 marked as CX382. This is the "Data

4 Hemorrhaging" paper. And I would ask you
5
6
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to turn to the page that's been Bates
labeled 14.
On page 14 appears Figure 4.
What is Figure 4?
A. Figure 4 1s an insurance aging
report. It's a screenshot of a redacted
page from that report.
Q. Is this an excerpt of a LabMD
document?
A. I believe it is an excerpt from a
LabMD document.
Q. How do you know?
A The portioa th&t was redacted at
the top indicated that It vvas LabMD.
Q. And you kno\\· that because you
performed the redaction?
A. Yes, we performed the redactwn
to pubhsh 1t.
Q. And I direct your attention to
t he preceding page of Bates 13.
ln th_~ l.ast paragraph th!lt - - - · - - · - -
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1
2 that there wo::re many people between you and
....
.) them -- your search may never reach them.
4
Q. And if I, in 2008, were to search
5 for a particular document by its title and
6 did not find it, what conclusions could I
7 draw about the document's availability on
8 the P2P network?
'MR. SHERMAN: Objection; calls
9
for speculation. You may answer.
10
11
A. You couldn't conclude anythmg
l2 because moments later 1t could be
13 available.
14
Q. And in 2008, was it also true
15 that a document could reside on a distant
16 node that my search would not reach?
A. Yes
17
18
Q. When an individual runs a search
19 on a P2P network and the search identifies
20 a file, could that file have been found if
21 the computer on which the flle was located
22 bad not been :running a file-sharing
23 application?
24
A. No.
25
I 'd like to r eturiill ;r:m;!.r,
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appears on page 13, the paper states that.
"For a medical testing laboratory, we found
a 1,718-page document containing patient
Social Security number8. insurance
information and treatment codes for
thousands of patients." Do you see that
text?
A. Yes.
Q. And did I r ead it correctly?
A. Yes.
Q. Does this refer to a LabMD
document?
A Yes
Q. And is it the document that's
excerpted at Figure 4?
A. Yes.
Q. The final sentence into that
paragraph reads, "All together, almost
9,000 patient identities were exposed in a
single file, easily downloaded from a P2P
network." Do you see that text?
A. Yes.
Q. And did I read it correctly?
A. Yes.
26 (Pages 101 to 104)
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What did you mean by "easily
downloaded"?
A. That a user who came upon this
file could, with a chck of the mouse,
download the file.
Q. Later in the paper, at page 14,
you describe the LabMD file and other data
identified using your research methodology
as having been found -- excuse me, this
appears on page 17. If I may direct your
attention to page 17, Dean Johnson.
A. Yes.
Q. You explain at page 17 in the
final sentence in the second paragraph
that, " ...these files were found without
extraordinary effort and certainly far less
2ffort than criminals might be economically
incented to undertake." Do you see that
text?
A. Yes.
Q. Did I read it correctly?
A . Ye5.
Q. What did you mean by that?
A I meant that those files were in
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A. As evident from Figure 8, many of
them are just common med1cal terms, some of
whtch we used in our own d1gital footprint.
Q. But Figure 8 represents search
teJrms that users as opposed to researchen
were using on the peer-to-peer network. Is
that correct?
A That's correct.
Q. And in the right-most column
appears. about a third of the way down, the
term "lytec medical billing." Are you
familiar with Lytec?
A. No.
Q. Do you know whether lLytec is a
type of billing software?
A. I don't know.
Q. Do you know whether it was used
by LabMD?
A. I don't know that.
Q. Do you know whether it was used
to generate the 1,718-page file that's
excerpted in Figure 4 of the document that
appears in CX382?
A.. I don't kno~ that.

- -
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1
2 fact available on a P2P file shanng
3 ne~work, that they could be discovered by
L;. anyone lookL.1.g for them, and that those who
5 are financ1ally motivated to find them
6 would and could 1nvest far more m looking
7 for them than we had.
8
Q. I direct your attention to
9 page 18 of the document that's been marked
10 a~ CX382. And in Figure 8 you catalog the
11 user-issued searches that you discovered in
12 your research. What i~ a user-issued
13 search?
14
A. So thts 1s a search term that was
15 typed in by a peer-to-peer fi le shanng
16 user and observed by Tiversa.
17
Q. So earlier today counsel for
18 LabMD asked you questions about the search
19 terms that you used in identifying files.
20 How do the search terms that appear in
21 Figure 8 at page 18 of CX382 compare with
22 the search terms that you used in Phase Jl
23 of the study?
MR. SHERMAN: Objection;
24
mischaracterizes the testimon .
25
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2
Q. I'd like to talk for a moment
3 about the consequences of the inadvertent
4 disclosure of consumer-sensiti"e personal
5 information.
6
Are there consequences associated
7 with inad\'ertent disclosure of
8 consumer-sensiti\'e personal information?
9
A. Yes.
10
Q. What are they?
A. Consumers can fall vtchm to
vanom, fom1s of tdenttty theft, mcludmg
13 financtal identity theft, and m thts case,
i 14 med1cal identity theft.
Q. Let's 'Start with identity theft.
16
What is identity theft?
• 17
A. The use of personal information
18 to allow a mahcwus individual to open
19 bank accounts, make financial charges,
20 other forms of fraud.
21
Q. What costs to an individual
22 consumer are associated with identity
23 theft?
24
A. The costs range dramatically from
25 the mconvenience of hav in our credit

I:~
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2 card cancelled to real fmancial loss in
3 cases where loans or other financial
4 attacks are placed against the individual.
5
Q. You describe medical identity

1091 ~

8

A.

4

5
6

What h medical identity theft?

7

The use of a person's tdentity to

8
9
10

9 commit medical fraud.

10
11
12
13
14

15

Johnson

be sold and resold before theft occurs."
3 Do you see that text?

6 theft.

7

111

There are many different cases or
type~ of medical Identity theft. Somettme1)
It could be as simple as masquerading as
the person's Identity to obtain medicd
treatment. In other cases, medical
identity theft can allow indivrduals to
commit financml fraud ag2.mst payers,
hosp1tals.

16
17
18
Q. Are there consequences for
19 individual consumers that stem from medical

20 identity theft?
21
A. The consequences can be more

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

A.

Yes.

Q.

Did I read it correctly?

A. Maybe I'm not m the right place.
I'm looking at PHI, but I'm not...
MR. O'LEARY. It's here
(ind1catmg).
A. Oh, here Yup . Okay, I see It.
l'm sorry.

No, that's fine.
And I mischaracterized, I think,
what PHI stands for. In that sentence I
believe that PHI, which is defined on
page 4 of CX382, refers to "protected
health information." Is that correct?
Q.

A.

Correct.

Q. And on page 8 you say that, "PHI
20 can be sold and resold before theft
2 1 occurs." Is that correct?

22 challenging than even financial theft.
22
A. Correct.
23
Q. \Vhy is that?
23
Q. What does that mean?
24
A. Because It's very hard to correct
24
A. That the value of PHI enables
_2~ _the _p!oblem l!nhke_financi_a:J.
l ,.;;.o.;.
r .;:;;a_ _ _ __ __,....=2:.:.5_ crimmals to sell _U..!ll~ltipl e times to _ _ _ _ __
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financial system, where a credit card can
qmckly be cancelled, in health (;are, If
somt:one is usmg your 1dent1ty to receJ-,re
treatment, thetr own medical record becomes
commmgled with your8. That can lead to
med1cal errors m the future or to
mH,diagnose8. It also can lead to a long
stnng of financi al obligation~ that payers
w1ll then track an indiv1dual to try to
have them pay for treatment they never
recetved.
MR. O'LEARY: Can we just go off
the record for just a minute?
MS. RIP OSO VAN DRUFF: Certainly.
(Off the record)

Q. So I'd like to direct your
attention to page 8 of the document that
appears at CX382, the "Data Hemorrhaging"
paper.
And I direct your attention to
the second full paragraph. The third
sentence you describe that, "PHI" --and
there I believe you're referring to
personal health inform~tl2n -:__guote, 11 c~
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multiple md1viduals.

Q. And so in the immediate aftermath
of an inadvertent disclosure of an
individual's protected health information,
if medical identity theft has not occurred
in the immediate aftermath, does that mean
that it will not occur?
A. No.
Q. And wh} not?

11
A
Because that infonnatwn has a
12 long life, a much longer life than a VIsa
13 card number
14
Q . Directing your attention to
15 page ten of CX382, the second full

16 paragraph begins, "lronicall)', individuals
•7 who experience identify theft often never
18 realize how their data was stolen." Do )'OU
19 see that text?
20
A. Yes.
21
Q. What arc }OU referring to there?
22
A. ~' e're referrmg to case examples
23 where individuals had expenenced 1dentity
24 theft and they themselve8 often didn't
25 realize how or why that had occurred .
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2
Q. And why couldn't they track it
3 back to a specific incident?
4
A . "They" bemg the patients?

5
6

7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

Q.
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2

A. A hash is a unique identifier of
3 a file based on its size and contents.
4
Q. And if I wer~ to change a single
5 character in a file, say, add a space
6 between two words, would the hash of the
7 original f.tle and the hash of the edited

Yes.

A. Because, again, m thts case,
unlike a credit card, where you mtght know
where you've used 1t, the PHI often move~
between dtfferent prov1ders in the health
care system wtthout their knowledge.

8 me be identical?
9
10

Q. So that's the movement of 21
patient's data. But with respect to an
individual who has experienced identity
theft, why is it that the)' don't realize
how their data was stolen, as described in
your paper at page 10?

11
12

13
· 14
15
16

117

A. Well, giVen that they may not
even be aware of who in the health care
19 network even had thetr data, their ability
20 to know where 1t was stolen from or how 1t
21 was dtsclosed is exceedingly limited.

18

19
20
· 21
22
23
24

22

Q. Is there anything else that
23 complicates an individual consumer's
24 ability to track back the source of
2~-~~~nti9_!_l!~~t.:....?- - - - - - - - - - -

25

A No, they would change.
Q. Did you evaluate the hasbe§ of
documents in order to eliminate duplicates,
as you 've described on page 11 ofthe
document that's been marked as CX382?
A. Yes, though in many cases we aJ.so
did this through manual evaluation.
Q. If someone were to search for a
specific document on a P2P network, would
it help to have that document's hash?
A. I'm not sure.
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: I'd like
to just take a 10-minute break, if we
may, and then I think we can wrap up
quickly.
THE WITNESS: Sure.
_(Recess)_ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ __
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In parttcular, medical Identity

4
Q. Let's focus on medical identity
5 theft, yes.
6
7
8
9
10

A. W ell, in particular, for medical
Identity theft. because unltke m the
financial the system where there are credit
monitoring servtces and credtt scores and
widespread shanng of financial activity
11 and credit worthiness, very httle to none
12 of that exists m the health care sector.

13
14

15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22
23

24
25

Q. Earlier this morning counsel for
LabMD asked you questions about eliminating
duplicates. This references text that
appears on page 11. Do you remember that
testimony?
A. Yes.
Q. And I refer your attention to the
paragraph that appears below Figure 2. I
believe that you were asked, and I'm
paraphrasing, how you eliminated
duplicates. And my question is: The text
of your paper on page 11 refers to a hash.
What is a hasb?
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EXAMINATION CONTINUED
BY MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF:
Q . Earlier today, on counsel for
LabMD's e:u mination, you distinguished
between inadvertent disclosures and
intrusions by an active hacker. Do you
remember that testimony?

9
A. Yes.
10
Q. And I believe it was your
11 testimony-- correct me if I'm mistaken-12 that inadvertent disclosure~ can be
13 controlled and managed. What did you mean
14 b)' that?
15
A. Vlell, as we discussed tlus
16 mommg. the access to mformatwn 1s a kev
17 p1ece of madvertent disclosures, and so

18 hmitmg access to md1viduals, and not
19 JUSt the access, but also their ability to
20 copy the mformatwn or move the
21 mformatwn arou..J.d
22
Q. Are there other things that 2

23 company can do to control or manage
24 inadvertent disclosures of consumers'
25 sensitive ersonal information?
29 (Pages 113 to 116)
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2
A. There are many, many things far
3 beyond our work, but efforts to eliminate
4 the use of peer-to-peer file sharmg w1thin
5 the o rgamzation is a start.
6
But thmgs hk.e encryption.
7 encrypting all sensitive infonnatwn, so
8 that even 1f it was madvertently shared 1t
9 wouldn't be lost or exposed; dtsabling
10 technologies on laptops or phones that
11 allow the transfer of information, so
12 removing ports on a laptop, for example,
13 segregating mfonnation on a computer,
14 personal and private, or, more
15 specifically, sens1t1ve information and
16 nonsensitive information.
17
So there are. There are many.
18
Q. Counsel for LabMD asked you a
19 number of questions and showed you
20 documents relating to your communications
21 with Tiversa, and in particular, with

22 Mr. Gormley. Is that correct?
23
A. Correct.
24
Q. And earlier this morning you
_1.~- didn't remember Mr~ Gormler_s last name,

119
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2 Tiversa's technology, that it "monitors

3 global P2P file sharing networks,'' and you
4 pointed out that the plural was
5 intentional.
6
A. Yes.
7
Q. What did you mean by that?
8
A. That there are several popu1ar
9 networks. Gnutella, which we mentioned
1 10 earlier is just one ofthem, but FastTrack

11 is another. EMule is a third. And then
12 there are many more recent ones that keep
13 growing on the Internet.
14
Q. And so, in the first sentence of
15 Footnote 1 in the document that has been
16 marked as Document CX382, when you say that
17 Tiversa "monitors global P2P file-sharing
18 networks," plural, what did you mean?
19
A. I meant that they are actively
20 monitoring many different networks. And in
; 21 particular, why that's relevant for me and
22 my research, is that it allows -- the
23 collaboration with them allows us to look
24 at many networks. Individual users might
1 25 only participate in one, but there ~e many
-·----

nsl
Johnson
1
2 correct?
3
A. Yes.
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2 different networks.
~

5 what I think was a joke, as a friend of
6 yours. Is that correct?

3
Q. And so, for example, Tiversa's
4 technology is not limited to users who are
5 using the LimeWire client, is it?
6
A. That's correct, it's not.

7
8

8 There are other clients that operate on

4

9

10
11
12

13
14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

Q. But you characterized him, in

A. Introduced by a mutual friend.
Q. So Mr. Gormley is not a friend of
yours A. That's correct.
Q. -- is that right?
A. That's correct.
Q. In fact, he's a research
associate ofyours?
A. That's correct.
Q. I'm going to follow up on
something that you said in response to a
question from counsel of LabMD about
Footnote 1 in documents that counsel for
LabMD marked as RX-3 but that I've also
marked as CX382. And I would ask you to
take a look at Footnote 1.
A. Yes.
Q. You made a point to note that, in
the fust sentence where ou described

7 LimeWire operates on the Gnutella network.
9 Gnutella, but there's yet a whole other set
10 of clients that operate on eMule or
11 FastTrack.
12
Q. Counsel for LabMD asked you about
13 the way that you searched for files in

14 Phase 1 of the research that resulted in
15 CX382. Do you remember that testimony?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. And I believe it was your
18 testimony, and correct me if I am mistaken,
19 that you were only able to download a file
20 if the user made the fiJ.e, quote,
21 publically available. Do you remember that
22 testimony?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. What do you mean by "publicly
25 available"?
30 (Pages 117 to 120)
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A. It means that the file was shared
in the directory that was accessed by a
file-sharing client that they had resident
on their computer.
Q. And absent a me-sharing client,
would there be a way to access that f.tle?
A. No.
Q. Counsel for LabMD also asked you
about your impression of the level of
awareness of the risks opposed by P2P
file-sharing applications.
Do you remember that testimony?
A. Yes.
Q. In describing the awareness of
the risks of P2P file-sharing applications
in 2008, would you draw a distinction
between the awareness of ordinary consumers
and the awareness of information security
professionals?
A. I think even further, I think
there was awareness within the research
community. I think even among computer
security professionals during that time, I
would say that there was awareness, but not
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Q. This morning in a response to
2
3 counsell for LabMD you described the browse
4 host function in Lime Wir e. Do you remember
5 that testimony?
A. Yes.
6
7
Q . If a user were using JLimeWire and
8 found a file that he or sh e wanted , '\\· hat
9 would the browse host function allow that
10 user to then do?
11
A. It would allow the user to see
12 other files the same user was sharing.
l 13
Q . So would it allow the user who
14 had con ducted the search to view all other
15 files that the user on whose computer the
16 search had located a file was making
17 publicly available?
18
A. Yes.
19
Q . And could that user then download
20 an)' files that he or she chose?
21
A. Y es.
22
Q. Okay. I'd like to return your
23 attention, please, to RX-9, which is
24 probably in this pile here.
25
A. Oh.l..got you.. Yes.
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as deep as you might believe. And
certainly, among the consumer public, not
deep at all.
Q. Well, let's set aside the
consumer public. But security
professionals were aware of the risks posed
by P2P me-sharing applications, correct?
A. They were, though I think that
many may not have realized how pervasively
they were being used within organizations.
Q. How could a security professional
have evaluated whether a peer-to-peer
rue-sharing application was used within
his or her organization?
MR. SHERMAN: Objection; calls
for speculation. You may answer.
A. There are several different
approaches. One would be to look for large
amcunts of traffic going to and from a
particular computer within their network.
Direct inspection of the computers
themselves, that is, inspecting the
applications that were running on that
computer, could be another approach.

I 1
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4
5
6
7
8
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Q. Okay. So RX-9, counsel for LabMD
asked you a number of questions about pages
2 -- well, about page 2 of the document.
Page 1 of the document is -- well, can you
describe page 1 ofthe document that
appears at RX-9?
A. Are we looking at the same...
Q. No, I'm asking for the very first
page that appears on·RX-9.
A. It appears to be the bottom an
e-mail from another document.
Q. And so, does page 1 of RX-9 bear
any relationship to pages 2, 3, and 4 of
RX-9?
A. No.
Q. So just to be clear, page 1 of
RX-9 includes the e-mail signature block of
Mr. Settlemyer, an attorney at the Federal
Trade Commission. Is that right?
A. That's right. And it's also
listed in the upper right-hand corner as
Eric Johnson- 000023. And I'm just here
referencing page 1, but I think we've been
referencing these numbers.
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1
2
Q. Terrific. Yes, that's a very
3 helpful clarification. Thank you, Dean
4 Johnson.
5
Did Mr. Settlemyer have anything
6 to do with the confidentiality agreement
7 between you and Tiversa?
8
A. No.
Q. Counsel for LabMD asked you about
9
10 the process b} which you evaluated
11 Tiversa's technologyA. Yes.
12
Q. -- do you 1·emember that
13
14 testimony?
A. Yes.
15
Q. Did you draw any conclusions
!6
17 about Tiversa's technology?

9

10
11

12
13
1 14

' 15
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18
A. Yes. We concluded that they had
19 substantial capabilities to locate and
20 observe files on peer-to-peer file shanng
2 1 networks.
Q . And that's the reason that you
22

23 partnered with them in your research?
A. Yes,
24
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRAFF: Subject to
25
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any limited redirect, I'm happy to
tender.
MR. SHERMAN: Okay. I have a
couple of questions. And we don't have
to switch, because I'm going to be very
quick.
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Okay.
MR. SHERMAN: I think.
RE-EXAMINATION
BY MR. SHERMAN:
Q. So you just said that Tiversa had
substantial capabilities to locate files,
correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And that's why you partnered with
them in your research of file sharing on
peer-to-peer networks?
A. Yes.
Q. You, moments ago, however,
testified that on page 17 of the hemorrhage
study-- and I don't care which one you
use A. Yup. Okay.
. -- it was ointed out b

Johnson
complaint counsel that the statement in
there says, "It is important to note that
all of"these files were found without
extraordinary effort and certainly far less
effort than criminals might be economically
incented to undertake."
And you said, yes, they could be
found by anyone looking for them.
A. Yes.
Q. Yet you used Tiversa's
substantial capabilities to find the files?
A. Yes.
Q. And, in fact, you've described
circumstances under which files could not
be found by anyone looking for them for the
mere reason that the file may be located
too many hosts away for them to actually
fmd the file, correct?
A. For an individual user, yes.
Q. For an individual user.
And are we then assuming that
criminals may not be individual users; they
may be some vast organization with the
capabilities of Tiversa?
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A. We believe some are.
Q. Some are.
But the file just isn't availabl~
to anyone looking for them, then, is it?
A. They have to have the same
client -- operate on the same network,
excuse me. And certainly, if my computer
is not turned on, or if I'm not sharing,
they're not going to be able to see it.
Q. So there are a variety of
factors, including the technology that they
might be using, that would determine
whether or not they would be able to find
the file thatthey're looking for, correct?
A. Yes.
Q. Are there any security measures
in place for the documentation that was
captured and utilized in the "Hemorrhaging"
study by Dartmouth?
A. Yes.
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Objection;
vague as to "security measures."
Q. So those documents are protected
from third- ar access?
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1
A. Yes.
2
Q. In what manner?
3
A. They're, first of all, not on a
4
computer that's on the Internet; secondly,
5
they are in encrypted password-protected
6
files; third, they are stored in secured
7
rooms.
8
MR. SHERMAN: I have nothing
9
further.
10
MS. RIPOSO VAN DRUFF: Nor do I.
11
MR. O'LEARY: So, just before we
12
go off the record, since there's a
13
nondisclosure agreement between Eric
14
and Tiversa, we would like to have RX-9
t15
16
and 10 and 4 and 5 and 7 marked as
confidential.
17
MS. RIPOSOVANDRUFF: We have no 18
objection.
19
. 20
MR. O'LEARY: Hopefully that
doesn't interfere with your ability to
21
use them.
22
And the witness will read and
23
sign, please.
(Time no~ed: 2:09p.m.) -- - - -

Johnson

M. ERIC JOHNSON, Ph.D.
Subscribed and sworn to
before me this
day
of
2014
- - -- - - - - -
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Data Hemorrhages in the Health-Care Sector1
M. Eric Johnson
Center for Digital Slrategies
Tuck School of Business
Dilfllnoutb coilege, H:~~~over .NH 03755
fM.Erk.Johnson 1rtild:~m1!J!Ilh edu

Ab$troe:. Confide~ Iiiii dnt11 hemorrh:tging mim he~lth-cnre piovide::s po.sc· .
fllllllci:ll risks to firms and medi~ risks lo patients. \Ve e11nmin:: the
consequences of d11ta bemorrlu!ge.s including privnc)' violntions, mtdic:~.t fraud,
financial idenrity theft, and mcdic:l! identity theft. We ulso ex:mrine the· t}'P~s
and sources of data hemorrhages. focusing on inadv~nent disclosures. Through
an anoll'sis of l.:nl;!d flies, we e...:aroine da.:a h::morrl!a!!eS srcmmin2 from
in:ldv;ncut disclosures on intemet·b:IScd file $b!lring networl:o. - \V~
chmcterize lhe ~~urity risl.: for a group of he:llth·cJ!e orpniz:~.1ions using a
dir.::t ~~nalysis of l~:!ked tiles. Tbe$e tilc.s contained hi~l\ly sensi:i1oe m:dieal
and !Xrson:U infunnDtion thru could be !llaliciously exploit:d by crimin:lls
sc~l.:ins to romn1il medic~! and rm.:udlll idemit}' theft. W1,1 abo present '
evicence of the thrc:u b,· e~=inine user-issued se:u-cltes. Our :malvsis
d~:nonstr~tes -both thl" subs::uni~l thre';t :md \1llno:mC.ilitv for the h~~ltl·...~~
se:tor and Lhe unique co:nple~ity ~xhibited by tlle US healih-c::u-e srsre:n.
Keywords: Hcalth·cart inlbrmation. id~til)' tlleft, dat:~ lc!lks, se~urity.

1 In !roducfion
Do.t3 breaches and inadv~:tent di~closures of customer in.formntion lla\'e .plagued
sectors from banking lo retail. In mnny of these cases, lost customer intOl'mation
trnnslates directly into fmaccinl losses through fraud and identi~· theft. The healthcare s~clor also suffers such dal~ b.:morrbages•. with multiple consequences. In some
c::lses. the losses ho.ve tronsl:lted to prh·nc~ violations and embarrassment. In other
casts, criminals exploit the information to commit fraud or medical idemity theft.
' Experiments described in this pnper were conducted in eol!aboration with Tiversa who J1a.s
d.:vdoped a p:~tcnt•pcnding technology that, in real.-time, monitor. globlll P2P file sharing
network$. The nutl1or s,rotefully acknowlcdses tlte assistance o!Nichola.s Willey. This rese:m:lt
was pn!·tially .supported by the U.S. Depa:tment of Homel1111d Security under Grant Award
Number 2006-CS·OO l-OOOOOJ. under the auspit'~S of the Institute for lofonnntion lnfraslructure
Protection (l3P). The \'iews and conclusions contained in this doctm1ent are those of the
"uthors and should not be inttrprctcd as neces:s:lrily representing tbe.' officiOII policies, eitl.ter
expressed or implied, of lhc U.S. Dcpanment of Homeland S.:curiiy, the IJP, cr Di1I11lloulh
College.
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Given the highly fragmented .US t,ealrh~care S}'stem, data hemorrhages come from
many different sourc~s-ambulamy health-care providers, acute-car~ hospitals,
physician groups, meqical lnborntcries, insurance carriers, bn.ck-officcs o~ health
mnintc:mmcc organizat!oris, and QUtsourced service providers such· ns billing,
co!Jeclio!l, and transcription fitms.
In ~bis paper we analyze the threats and vulnerabilities to medical d:~tn. We ftrst
C},.'plore the consequences of data bemorrhngcs, including a look at how criminals
e.xploit medic:~! data, in particular 6rough medical identity theft. Next, we examine
types 1111d sources of data bemorrh:~ges through a direct analysis of inadvertent
.disclosures of m~dical informntion ~n pub!ically avail!!.ble, internet-based me shnring
net\Yorl;s. We present nn nnalysis of thous3Jids of files we uncovered. These nics·
were inadvertently published in· popul:~r pcu-to-pcer file shllling networks like
Limewire and Be~~rshare and could be easily downloaded by anyone se:~rching for
them. Originating from health-core fums, their suppliers, and patients thcnJselves, the
files span evaything from sensitive patient correspond.:n<:e to busine'IS aocuments,
sprendsbeets, and PowerPoi.Di files. We found .m11ltiple files from major health-core
flm1s that contained private employe:: and patienL information for literally tens of
thousands. of individtl!)ls, i11cluding addresses, So:ial Security Numbers, birth dotes,
;md tre:llment billin,s. info;;na:ion. Disturbingly, we also found private patient
intonmnion including me~ical . di:~gnoses and psychiar,;c evnlu;uions. Finall~·. we
present evidence, from user-issued se:~Tchcs on these networks, that individu:~ls are
wor~:ing to tind medical d::ta-likcly for malicious exploitation.
The extended enterprises of health-core providers often includ~: m~ny technically
·unsophisdca•ed parmers who arc more likely lo !tak information. As comp:ll"ed with
earlier studies we conducted in the banking sc~or (Johnson 2COS), we find that
troddng :md s!opping·medicat data hemorrhages is more campi~ and possibly harder
to centro! givell the fra~~cr.ted nat\.re of the liS hcalth·care system. We document
the risks and call for bener control of sensitive healtb-cnrc infor:nation.

2 Consequences ofD!lta Hemorrhoges
Dot:~ h~mor.bages from the health-= sector are diverse, . from lc:nkc:d business
infoon!l.tion nnd employee person~lly identifiable information ·(Pll) to patient
protected health infonnation (PH1). wbieb is individually identifiable health
infotmation. While some .hemorrhages nre related to bu~iness information, .like
mlllketing plans or financ.ial documents, we foc:us on .the more disturbing rele:lles of
individually idc:ntifinble infonnation 1nd protected heulth information.
these c::llcS,
the consequences range from privacy \'iolntions (including Ylolations of both stnte
pri\'acy lows and federal HIPPA stnndnrds) to more serious fraud and theft (Figure 1).
On one hnnd, health-core dnta bemorrhages fuel fmnncial identity theft This
occurs when leaked patient or empl:l)'te infoi)'Jlation is used to commit traditional
fina.nci'll fraud. For example, usir.g socinl secutity numbers nnd other identity
information to apply for frauduler.t lonns, take-over bank accounts, or charge
purchases to credit cards. On the othcr ))and, PHI is often used by criminals to
commit traditional mediclll rraud, .,•hich typically involves billing. payers (e.g.,

In
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Medicaidfl.,.Iedicnre or private he~!th-<:Oie insurance) for treatment never rendered.
The US General Accounting O!tice estimated th:tt 10% of bealib C)l']lenditure
reimbursed by Medicare "is paid to · fruudSters, including · identity thieves and
fraudulent health sen· icc pro.viders :Bolin :md Clnrk 2004; Lafferty 2007)..
PHI cnn also b= vefY valu~tble to criminals who are intent on committing niedical
identity theft. Tbe crime of mCX:ical identity theft represents the interSection of
medical fraud and identity theft (fig-Jre 1). Like medical fiaud, h lnvoh•es fraudulent
chaTges :md like fmnncial identity theft, it involves the theft of identity. It is unique in
that it involves a m~dical identi!y (patient identification, insurance inronnation,
medical histories, prescriptions, leJl resuits ... ) thru may be used to obtain medical
sen•ic::s or prescription drugs (B:.ll ~~ al. 2003). Leaked insurance infonnation e:ut be
used to froudufeP.tly obtain sen·iec, but unlike a credit card the spending fimits are
much hlghcr--dlargcs con quickly reacb tens of thousi!n<ls or even miliions of
dollars. And unlike finnncial cr:d\t, there is fess monitoring a~d· reporting. . Sadly,
beyond the financial losses, medical idmtiry th~:ft carrfes otl1er personal toriS~quences
for ,·ictims ns it ofttn results in trro:t~eus ch~nges to medical records tllln nrc di!Iicult
and time con:.'Uming to correct Sucil erroheous·informa.tion could impact care quality
or imp!:le later efforts to obtain mecl:cal, life, or disabiH~· insurance.
·
For C.'(:!mple, recent medical idt:l!ii} lh::ft cases have in\'oh•cd tbe sale of hcnhh.
identili~s to illegal immigrants {Mmmer 2008). Th.:se forms of ibel't ur: 11 probkm
impacting p:Jyers, p:itiems, and heath-care pro\·iders. Payers and pro,·idm bo1h see
tinand:~lloss.es from frr.udulent bill be. P:nknts are aL'io harmed wh¢ii the\' are billed
for scr\'iccs they did not receive, 11:1d when erroneous infotm:~tion appe~s 0:1 ih~ir
medical record.
Bc:rw~!n 1998 nnd 2006, the FTC recorded complaints of ov~r ninete::n thousand
co.~es of medical ic~ntity 1hefr ·with t3pid g:owth in th( pi!St five ye:ICs. Many believe
these complaints represent the tip of the gr:>wi.lg fraud· problem, with ~orn e estimnies
showing up wares of a quarter-m:llicn c::~Ses a year (Dixon 1006, 12-13). Currently.
there is no single agency tuskd with ttatking, investigating. or prosecuting 1hesc
crimes (L:~ffccy 2007) so reliable dn!:t on tbe extent of the problem does not exist

...'
Identity Theft·
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Fig. l. Conseq:~.ences of datu hemocrhages.
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The crime of finandal identity theft is well understood wrtb. clear underlyiug
motives. A recent .t:TC sun•ey es~!mnted that 3.7% of Americans were \'ictims of
some sort of identity theft (FTC 2·J07). Significant media coverage has alerted the
public of the fin1111cial dnngers thnt can arise when a thic:f·assume:s your identity;
However, the dangen and associ:~:ed costs of medical idc;ntil)' theft are less well
understood and largely overlooke.i. Of course, PHI (including insurance policy
informatic;m and government identity numbers) C:llll be fraudulently used for financial
gain at the expense of fums and ir.dh•idunls. However, when a medical idcntil)• i3
stol~ and used to obtain care, it mo.y also resu'lt in life-threatening amendments to a
medical file. Any (Onscquenti,:tl inaec:u~aeies in simple entries, such as allergy
di11gnoses 110d blood·typing resultS, cnn jeopardize patient li\'cs. Furthermore, like
financial id~tity theft, medical identity th.eft repr~enrs a growing linanc;ial burden on
the priv'atc: nnd public s~otors. ·
Individu:lls from severn! difierent groups participate in the crime of medica}
identity theft: the uninsured, hospital employees, orgo.nized crime rings, illcg:~l aliens,
wanted criminals, :wd drug abusers. In man)' cases the lhcfi is driven by greed, but in
other case the underl~·ing motive: is 3Im ply for the uninsured to receive medical care.
Without medical insur~nce,. tl1ese individuals :.re unnblc tc obtain the exp:r.sive care
that they r;:qu.ire, such as complicated su:g~ies or organ t!ansplll!lts. However, if
they nssume the ide.nti!y of a well insured individual, ht'spirals will pro\·ide. fullse;vice care. For example, Carol A.l'l!l Hutchins of Pennsylvania assumed another
wom:m·s identity after finding a los\ w:tllet (\'il.-erescht~gin 2006).· With !he insurance
ide:nifi c;1tion cord inside the W3ll~t. Eutchins wa~ able to obt:1in care :tnd medic:ttio n
on 40 sep~~r.~te occasions at meclie3l facilities 3cross Pcnnsylvar.in and Ohio,
accumulating a t.:J;al bill of $16,000. Hnd it not been for the vktim's car~ful
examination of her monthly bllling SUltc:nent, it is likely that Hutchins would have
continued to fr:Judulently rc::eiv: c~e undetected. Hutchins served a 3-month jail
sentence for her crime, but because of prh':lt}' laws and prnctices, any resulting
dnmuge done to ihe \•ictim' ~medic::~! record was difficult and costly to ernse.
Hospitni emplcye:s histo_rical!;t comprise the lnrgtst known group of indi\•iduals
involved in uaditional medic-til fraud. They mny alter paticnl records, use patient data
to open credit card occoun!S, overcharge for and falsify sevices rendered, create
phony patients, and more. The crimes committed by hospital employees are often the
lnrg:st, most intricate, lllld the mo.rt cqst!y.
Till:~ for exllmple U1c case of Cl~veland Clinic front desk clerk cpordin:~tor, Isis
Machado who sold the medical infor.nation of more than 1,100 patients, to her cousin
Fernando Ferrer, Jr., the owner cf Advanced Medicnl Claims Inc. of Florida.
Fernando then provided the inform~tion to others who used the stol~n identities to file
nn estimated $7.1 million In fraudulent claims (USDC 2006).
lndividuals nbusing prescription dru&s also have a motive to commit medic:U
ido:ntity theft. Prescription drug ndcicts can use stolen identitic:5 .to r~cei:ve multiple
prescriptions at different pharmacies. Drugs obtained through this method may also
be resold or traded. Roger Ly, a Ncvad11 pharmacist atlegedly filed and filled 55 false
prescriptions for 0:-:ycontin :md Hydrocondone in the nnme of customers. Medicare
and insurance paid for the drugs tho.t Ly, allegedly, then resold or used recre:~tional!y
(USA 2007). The totnl ,.aJue of dn:gs sold in the underground prescription market
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likely e~ceeds $1 billion (Pcte~son 2000). So!lletimes, th~ crimes involving
prescription drug~ are less serious; a Philadelphia miltl stole a coworker's. insurance
identifx:ation card to acquire a Viagni prescription, which he filied on 38 separate
occasion~. The plan finally backfired when the coworker he U'li.S posing ·as ancmpted
to fill his own Viagra prescription and discovc~d thnt one Md alrc:ody been fiiled at
another piU!mtacy. The cost to his company'$ insurance plan: o\'er S.3,000 (PA 2006).
Wanted criminals also have a strong molive· to commit medical :jct.:ntil)• theft If
they .check into a hospital under th,ir own name, they might be quickly apprehended
by law enforcement. Therefore, cureer criminals need to ·design schemes to obtain
care. Joe Henslik, a wanted bllllk robber working as an ad snlesmnn, found it ei!Sy to
O~tain Joe Rynn's Socinl s~curity numb:r liS part or a routine " busin~;s transaction
(BW 2007). Henslik then went en to ~eive S4l,838 wor'th of medical care· and
serge!)' uoder ~·1m's name. It took R;.-ar:~ two years to di5C:Q\'cr that he ha~ b~en o
\'ictim of medical idcntit)• tlteft. Even oiter discovery. he found -it difficult til gain
n~ess to his rpecical records, since his own Signntur.: didn't m.uch that of Eens!ik's'
forg-erY.
A.n~ooric S:1chs· e.'tperiencec a similar siruation when h~:r medical Jdencity w:JS used
co give birth to a drug addio:tc:d bnb;• (Re~\'Y 2006). Sachs hnd lost her purse prior to
the incident and had accordingly cailceneG h~ .Stolen credit cards, but was unnwnre of
the risk (If mdicnl ID theft. Th~ l:ab~·. which-was a-bandoned at the hospiti!l or ihe
morha, tested posirh"~: for illegal dr~g usc, prompting child sen·ices to contact Sachs,
\\'ho had four children of her o\m. F::munatelv, since &:lchs did no. match lhe
descrip!ion of the wommt who ga\·e birth nt lh~ h~spital, the problem did not escala!e
further. lfSuchs was not able co prc;vc her idemity, she could h;~ve lo~ custody ofh~r
children, nnd bec.n ch;u-gc:d wich c:1ild abuse. Fcr.h.:rmore, before the hospital be-.::ame
:tware of th.e crime, the bab~ w~s mrucd a Social Security numb~r in Sachs name,
which could cause complications for Inc child lnrt: in life. Like Sachs, few
indh•idu:l!s consid-er their insurance c~ras to be -as volunble as the other items :he~·
c:u-ry in their w:ll!et. Mor:o"er, lilet!ic:U trons:tctions appe:~ring on a bill m:Jy not be
scrutinized li.S closelv as financial tr..nsactions witil a bank or credit card. ·
!JI.:gal immigrnn~ olso represent a block of·indh•idunls with 'a clear motive to
commit medical ideniity theft. In !he case of a severe niedic"al emergency, they will
not be refused care in most instances, but if art illegal immiJP11fll requires expensive
surgery, costly prescriptions, ot other· non-emergericy c:1.rc, they have fl:w options.
One of the mosl shocking and well documellted cases comes from Sombem
D.lifomia, where n Mexican reside!!t fuoled the state insuum~e pcogi-am, Medi-Cal,
into believing that be was a resident and therefore entitled to health core coverllge
(RM~on 1994). Mr: Hermillo Mea·~. wos trnnsferied ta California from a Tiju:~na.
Mexico hospital with heart problems, but told the C4llifomin hospital that be was from
San Diego, and provided the hospital with a Medi-Cal ID card and number. Although
tho!! circumstances sur.ounding Mr. Meave's arrival were suspicious, the hospital \\'ent
nhecd and complt:ted a hem ttansplmt on Mr. Menvc. The lotal coS1 of the (lperotioo
was an astounding one million dollon. Only after the surgery did the bospillll
determine that Mr. Meave actually lived and worked in Tijua.na and was therefore' not·
entitled to Medi-Cal coverage.
Perhaps emboldened by the success of Hermillo Meave, a fwnily from Mexico
sought a henrrtrnnsplo.nt for n dying relative just three months later at the ve:-y snrue
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bospi\ld. . Tbis time, frtlud investigators were able to disctJVer the plot before the
surge!}· could be completed. While processing the paperwork for the p01tlent who was
checked in :!.5 Rene Garci:~, M~dr-C.ol authorities .found ·nine other individuals nround
the state, usin, the same name and ID number. The hospital had the family arreSted
and jailed for the attempted fraud, 'Nhich had cost the hospital S200,000, despite the
lack of surgery. The family told investigators that they bad paid S:75,000 in order to
obtain the ID and .set up the surge:y. The 1£1lfficklng of id.mtitie.s between Mexico
and CalifCJr1liD is commoitplace, but the· sale of. Medi-Cal identities odds & new
dimension to the crime. The disparity in care between California hospitals and.
M~ica.n fucilities makes the motiYation to commit medical identirv theft clear:
falsified identification is a low-cost ticket to world-class tare.
·
Finally, identity. theft criminals often operale in crime rings. sometimes using
elaborate rusc:s to gath~r the ideuli:ies of hun~ds individuals. In a Houston case,
criminals o!legedly sraged pm1ies b ne::dy areas offering medicnl deals as well as
food nnd entertainment (USDJ ::!OOi). At the p1lt.ties, Medicaid numbers of residents
were obtained nnd then used to i:lill Medicaid. for al"cohol and substa.nce nbuse
counseling. The schemt e\'en in<:lud:d fraudulent" reports, written by 'c~nified'
counselors. The fraud~tlertt compar.y managed to bill ;~tedicnid for S3.5M wonh of
services. of which thev receiYed St. SM. In this ~. no medical .:~ was attu:11lv
:tdminisicred and the· medico I ider.tity 1heft W:tS commi:tc:d pure!)• for tinanci~l
rezsons.
In summo1)", there are m:mr re:tsor:s why indi\'iduals eognge in medical identity
theft, including avoiding law ·enforcement, o.btaining care th:tt they have no way of
affoniin£, or simply mal..ing ibemscl•!eS rich. Ma.ny tactics are US(d including .lir;t
ho.nd b}' physic:J.i theft, insi~rs. ond harves:iug le.r.ked d:lta. As wt saw, PHI c:m !.e
sold and resold before theft occurs-as in the case of the nine Garcias. The thief mav
be sornevn.: an individunJ·knows wei: or h could be someone who thev've n~\'er md:
For health-care provider:~, the firs: step in redJcing such crime is betterprol~c:ion
of PHI by: l) coo.trollin£, access wi•hin tile <:nt~rise to PHI; 2) se:uring networks
nnd computers from direct imrudc:rs; 3) monitoring networks (imemal nnd .:xtcmal)
for PH and PHI transmissions md d:sclosures; 4) avoiding inadvertent disclosures of
infom)alion.· Often loose access lllld i.nadvertent disclosures are linked. When access
policies :::tlow m~y individuals to v:e,·•, nlove, and store dot.'l in portable docUI"<~tnts
and spreadsheets, U1e risk of inadvertent disclosure increases.

3 I11adverte1;1t D:.1ta Hemon!lngc5
Despite the much trumpeted ennct:neilt of the Health Insuranr;c Portability ll!ld
Accountabili_ty Act (HIPAA), dilta losses in the hen)th-care sector continue at a
dizzying pace, While: t.'le original legislation dates back to .1996, the privacy rules
regulating the use and disclo~re of medical records did "not ~come effective until
2004. Moreovet, the related security ru~. which mandate computer and building
safeguards to secure records, became effective· in 200:S, While finns .and
organizations bave invested !o protect their syst~ms _ngaiiJst direct intrusions und
hackers, many recent the dntn h~mom1ages huve come from inadvertent sourtes, For
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example, l~ptops at dh•erse hedth organizations including Kniser Pem1artente
(Bosworth 2006), MemPrinl Hospitnl (South Bc:nd IN) (Tokllr! 2008), the U.S.
D::panment of Veterans Administ:-:ation (Le\'itz and Hechinger 2006), and National
lnstitut~s of Health (Nakil.Shima nd Weiss 2008) were lost or stolen-"in each·case
inadvertently disclosing personal ar.d busines~ infonnntion. ·
Org3Jlizntions have mist~!)' ~~..ed on the web many diff~nttypes of sensitive
infonnntion, from legal to rilc:dicn! to fin~ncia[. For example, Wucsthoff Medical
Center in Florida inadvertently po!ted nam~s, Social Security numbers and personal
medical information of more th:m 500 patients (\'i'FTV 2008). Insurance and benlth·
c:1re information of 71,000 Georgi:. residcnis was accldentnlly po.sled on Internet for
several days b)' Tampa-based Well Care Health P!ans (HenLrick 2008).
The University of Pittsburgh Medical Center in:rdvertently posted patieni
infonnation of nearly 80 individucls including IJames·and m~dicnl im~ges, ln one
cas~. a Fatient's radiology im3ge was posted olong with his Social se·curity num1:i~r.
insurance infonn~tion, medic;~tior.s, on~ with infom1ation on previou; medico!
screening~ nnd procedures {Twed:, :!007). H:lrvtitd uni\•ersity nnd its ph:umney
porm~. Phom1nCare (now part of CVS Corem:1tl.:), c:.perienced a similll'
embnrrassment when students shewed they could e~ily g:oiri access to lists of
prescript!on drugs bought b!' Horva:d srudents (Russell 100;5 ~. Even iethnology firms
like Google ilnd AOL have suffered the embarrassment of inadvencnt web postiilg of
senshive infomul.tion (Clubum :!007, Olson 2006}-in: their c:as:s, cust(l;n~r
inf.,nnalicn. Still mher firms have seen th eir intemol inf\lm:;l:ion and inte!kctu~l
prope:i)' app(:!T on music til~·sh:~rip g networks (De.Avilo 2007), blcgs-, YouTube. ;md
!\·JySpace (Totty ::!007). In e:tch c!I.Se. the resull 11 ns th: s~tne: sensitive informnticn
inadver.~tly kar.erl c reating . e m !:lar.:~ssm ~l, vulnerobililks. and !buncinllosses for
the firm, its invesrors, and cu stome~!. In a re::::1t dot;~ loss, Pfi::er f:.1~ a clnss a.ction
suit from angry employees who hod !heir personal infon:lntion iriUdl'ertently disclosed
on n popular music nctWtJrk (Vijaynn 2007). fn Wis pnper we ex:\mine he:~lth-cnre
leaks from a common, but wide!;• misunderstood source of inadvenent disclosure:
peer·tO·p~er iile-sharin! networks.
In our past research, we ~hcwd' thnt p~Ho·peer (P2P) file-s:1ndng: ncnvorb .
repres(nted. .a significont ·security ;;sk to firms operating within the bonking sector
(Johnson and Dynes, 2007; Jo!-.nson 2008). File :;hving bl:came porul:u- during the
late 1990s with rise of No.pster. In Just two' ye:u-s before its court-qrdercd closure in
200 1, Napstcr enabled tens of millions of us.:rs to share MP3- formatt~d song files.
Through its demise, it ope:)ed tbc door for many new P2P fil~·sharing networ:ks such
as Gnutella, FastTrack, e-donkey, an:! Binorrent, with related software clients such as
Limewire, Ko.ZDA, lvtorpheus. eMu!: , nnd BearShore. Today P2P :ruffic kvels are
still growing with ns many as ten million simultaneous users (Mennecke 2006). P!P
clients allow users to place shared files in a particular folder that is open for other
users to search, However, there are many wa~'s thnt other confidential files become
exposed to the network (see Johnson et a!. 2008 for a detailed discussion). For
example a user: I) nccidentally shares folders containing the information-in some
cases confusing client interface designs can facilitnte such accidents (Good ~~nd
K.rekelbo:!'g (2003)); 2) stores music ar,d other data in the same folder thot is sharedthis can hoprcn by mistake or be:ausc of poor file organization; 3) downl~_ads ·
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malwnre that, when e;xectJ[ed, .expo5es fil~s; or 4) installs sharing client software thnt
bas bugs, re~ulting in UQintentional ~h~ring of file directories.
Wblle these networks 1!1'~ moS1 ppulnrly used to trade copyrighted material, such
as music and video, :tny rnaterioi can be eXposed and searched for including
databases, sprcadshe~fs, Microsoft w·ord documents, and other conunon corporntc file
formats. The original c.xp¢surc oftl:is rnnt.:rial O\'er P2P networks is most likdy done
by !ltcid~nt rnther than mslidously, b1..1 the imp::~ct of a single exposure can quickly
balloon. After a sensitive file has been e.xposed, it i:nn be copied many times by
vinunlly anonymous P2P users, ns they copy the file from one nnotb.er and expose the
file to more peers. Criminals arc known to engage in the sale and lrafiicking of
valuable infor-mat-ion and · d_llln. I:1 earlier studies using ''hono:ypot'' c~pcriments
{experiments that ~pose data for :he putpose of observing how it is stolen), we
showed how criminals steal and us: both consumer data and c:oi])Omte infommtion
(Johf'son et al. :!008). \Vhen this Jelked infonnation happens to be privrue customer
infon;~ation, orgn_
nizations arc facec with costly and poinful cor.seque.'tces resulting
from fraud, customer notification. llll1·consumer backlash.
Ironically, individuals who experience identi'l)' thefi often never reaHzc how their
data wos stolen. While . there are many ways personal health-c:~.re dat:l t:ln be
exposed, we will show in the ne.xt section how dam hemor.hnges in P2P networ'.cs
repres~nt a missing link ill ihe ·'caw;lli!y chain." fill' worse lhml losing a lap!op or a
storngc d~\·ic:e with patient da:a (R~brnm.io ~003), inad\•ertent di.sclosures on P:!P
ndworl.;s allow many c~imi11als accc!s to ;!le informal ion, each with different levels of
scpllisticarion and nbiJiry to exj)le~it :h¢ inform:lion. And unlike an innd"ertent web
posting, the disclosures are iar less likely to be noticed and corrcct~d (since few
org:mizati ons monitor P:!P and the r.ctworks ilf.C constantly changing mnking a .file
inre:miilemly available to a subset ct users). Clearly, such hemorrhages viol~te the
prlvacy ond security rules of HlPAA, which call fQr he:tlth·cnre oJgani:tatioos to
ensure fmpkmcritation of administrilth·e saf~guards (in the fom1 of technical
safeguards und policies, personr.el t:nd physical s~fegunrds) Lo monitor and control
intra and inter-organizational informa:ion access.

4 Research Method and Analysis
To explore the \'Uinerability and threct of medical infonnation leakage, we exnmine.d
he:llth-care data disclosures and search activity in peer-to-peer tile sb:uing networks.
To collect a s:~mple of leaked data, we initially focused co Fortwle Magazine's list of
ihe top ten publically traded health-care finns {.Fortune Mag:szinc: (Us= 1001)),
Together those fims reprcsen1ed nc:nr!y S70B in IJS health-care spending (Figure :1.).
To gnther tele,•ant files, '''c: developed a digital footprint !or cttclt he:~lth-carc
[nstitution. A digital footprint represents key ~rms ·that nre related to lhe firm-for
exmnple ru~mcs of the affiliated hospitab, clinics, key bratld'$, etc_ Searching the
internc.t.with Ooogle or P2P networks using those terms will often find file.s tclnted to
those institutions. With .the help of'fiversa lpc., we searched P2P networks using our
digitlll signature over a 2-weck peric~ (in January, 2008) and rllildomly gathered a
sample of shared files relnted to health care IUid the.se institutions. Tiversa's sen·CI'3
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ond software allowed -us to sample in the four most popu!nr networks (each of whlch
supports the most populaq:!i~nrs) in~luding Gnutclla (e.g., Liinewire, BeatShare),
fastTrack (e.g., Kil.ZaA, Groks:cr), A..-ies (Aries Galaxy), and e·dorikey (c·.g .• eMule,
EDonkey2K). files containing aoy one or combination of these terms in our digital
footprint were cnptured. We focused on -files frcm the Microsoft Office Suite (Word,
Powerpoint. "£xed, and Access). Of c·ourse, increasing the number of terms included
in the digit:tl footprint increases tl;e number file matches found, but Jlso increases
false positives-files c~ptured that have oothing to do wirh the instirution in question.:
Given ti1e large number of hospitals within these ten or~rmizations (more thnn :500). ·
our goal was to gather o sample of files lo chnracrcrize the ongoing data hemorrha~e.
Since users random!)' jcin P2P net"-'Orks 10 get and share media (and then depan), the
nerwork is constam!y changing. i3>• .randoml)' sompling over a 14·da)' p~riod, we
collected 3,323 files for funher (m:mudl) ann!ysis.

---- !
_

I

______'

:,_

Fig. :!. Revenue of the top ten US health·c:~re finn.;; (Useem 2007).
Of 3,3~8 docume:1ts in our s.1mple, 50.3%-cou!d be imrncdiatel:• identified J1l
duplicate copies of the same .1ile {same bash) that had spre!l.d or were ·on multiple lP
addresses, lca,ing us \\ith 1,654 doc-Jmenrs to categJrize. While duplicate files were
.not downloaded from the same lP address, duplicate files wer:e collected when a
target file had spread to multiple sharing clients. They were also collccled from users
who joined the rl"etwork at different IP addresses (what we c:all an IP shift). Through a
manual nnolysis of tbe remaining l,6S.J files, we found that 71% were not rele1·ant to
henlth core or the organiz<rtions \lncer considtration and were downloaded because
our search terms overlapped with other subject matW. This wu.s the result of the size·
nnd qualir:y of our digital footprint. By e:tsting a large net, w~ found ruore Cil~s but
also macy that w~re not related to the health-care sector. Of the remaining 475
documents, 86 were manually t\'alua:ed as d\lplicnte files. Wrr.h this cross section of
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datn nsso~:fated with tbe health-core c>:ganizntions, we categorized each file evaluating
the dangers as.socilltcd with it. Fi,g~re ~ shows a categl)ri2ntion of the 389 unique,
re!ev.iml.file5.
The most common type of tiles -found were: newspaper and journal articles,
followed by dOcuments -associated with students studying medicine. This should out
come liS a surprise as mnny P2P us~rs are students. Interestin~ly, we found entire
medical texts being shared. We als:> found many documents dealing direttly with
medical issues, such as billings, letters to hospitals, nnd insurance <:laims. h·lany of
these documents were Jc::~ked by patients themselves. For example, we found several
patient-generated spr::ads!leets containing details of mediC!!! treatments iUld costslikely for :ax purposes. Ot!ter·docurr.ents discovered included hospital brochures and
flyers, which were intended for pub!!: consumption. Finnlly there were job listings,
cover !etters, and resumes, all likely snved on computers of job-seekers. The lack
interest in sharing these files for a typicnl P2P user.mal;es it readily appill':n1 that they
were likely shared by mistake. HoWt\'tr, nll ofthe files weren't so innocuous. Afte:
categorizing the files, w~ found that ubout· 5% of the files re;:over~d b}' our loosely
tuned sc:ll'ch wer: sensitive or could :,c used to commit medical or finaneinl identity
theft.

I
i
i
I.

I
I'

Fig, 3. Summn:y of unique rele,•:mt files.
The set of dangerous documents discovered contained s~yeral fLies that would
facilitafe medical identity theft. One such document was a govc:mment application
for employment asking for detaileci background infor.nntion. The document
con:ainc:d the indiYiduttl's Social Securily number, full name, date of birth, place of
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birth, mother's . maiden name,. his:ory of residence and acqunintances, schooling
history, and employment history (the individual had worked at one of the .hospitals
under study). Despite the document 's three-peg~ forward highlighting the privacy act
measures undertaken by the govemn1ent to protect the ~formlltion in the document,
and the secure Datn Hash code stamped at the bottom of every p!lge along with the
boldc:d tc;o;t 'PRlVACY ACT !NFCR.\.CAT!ON', this documeni somehow ended up
on to a P2P network.
More disturbing, we found a hospital-gencr3tcd spreadsheet of pe!'SonaUy
·identifiable information on recently· hired employees including Social Security
numbers, contact information, job category etc. Another particularly sensitive:
document wus an Acro~at form usc:c! for cre>~ting patient prescription~ The scanned
blo.nk document wns signed by a r.hysicjan and nllow~d foi: anyone to fill . in the
p:uient' s r::~mc: nnd prescription in:'onnation. This document could ~.: used for
medical fraud by prescription drug de:Jiers and abus~rs. Addidonal~y, the doctor's
o\m p~rsonal lnr::mn:ltion was included in the doc~ment, giving criminals the
cppormnity to forge oth-er documeni! in his name. Finally, another ~x:llnple we found
\\'liS a ycung indi,t'idual's medical :ard. This per>On was suffering from various
aHmenrs and was required to keep a card detniling his prescription information. The
c:1rd included his doctor's name, pa.-::;lt's nnmes, address, :md other personal
information. A puson with ;l copy o~ ihis ickntitkation card could potentially pose as
the pn1ient and attempt to procure J:re:;crip.tion drugs. All of these dongerous fiks
were found with a relatively simple,slsr.ple of files putllished for anyone to tind.
As a seconc! ~:n~e of our :lll:llysis. we then mo,·ed from s:unpling with n large nd
to n:ore spe::i:k nnd inr~nr:onnl ~arches. (Tsin~ infor.n:ttion from Ut~ fsost sampling,
we e~arr.ined slurd files on hosts where we hnd found otter dangerous dnta. One of
the feillures ~nab led by Lin:ewire a.~d orh~r sharillg clients is the obility to cxn:nin~ nil
th ~ ~hilred files or a particular user (wme1imes c:~Hed "browse host"). Over the n~xt
si-: months, we periodically (.umin.:G hosts that o.pp~ared promising fo r sb:lTC:d files.
Using this approach, we unco\·ered for more disturbing files. For 11 medical testing
laboratory, we lounJ a 1,71 S-pnge document cootainin~ patiem Social Securily
·numbers, insur:~nce ir>.formation, or.d t.-e:ument codes for thousands of patien:s.
Figure 4 show3 o. redacted excerpt of just a single page of the insurance aging report
conmining p:llient nomt, Socinl Security number, date of birth, imuret, group number,
nnd identitic:Jdon number. All toget~er, almost 9,000 patient identities were cxpos::d
in a singie file. easily downloaded from a P2P netl.'fJrk.
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Fig. <1. Enerpt_ of :1n insunnce ngnlo& rrport. lt contains 1718 pngcs of pati~nt nnmcs,
sod:al security numbers, and dares of l:lrth, Insurers. group numbers, and Identification
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For a hospital system, we founci two spreadsheet dntnbases that contained detailed
infonnuiion on over 20,000 patients includi.ng Sodnl Secud"ty numbers, coniact
details, and in.surnnce information. Up -to 82 fields ofinfornunion (sec FigureS) were
recorded for ench patient-rc-prese:Jting the cootcnts of thi: populnr HCFA form. In
this case, lhe hcmorrh~e came frcm an o.utsouri::ed collection agency working for the
hospitnl. However, besides the patients and hospital system, lll11ny other
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orgnnizations were comprised. The data disclosed in ·this file well-illustrates the
complc::">ity of US hc;alth care with many different constituencies represented,
including 4 m:tjbr bospltais, 33S different iitsUtl!JICC carriers acting 011 behalf of 4,029patiellt employers, ond· .266 different treating doctprs (Figure 6). Each of these
constituents was e.~osed ill. lhis disclosi.Jre, Of coum:, the extiosure of sensitive
patlent hcnltb-infannation may·bc the most nlo.rming to citizens. Figure 7 shows one
very sm:tU Sl;ct.ion of the spr::ndshcet (just three columns of 81) for a few patients (of
the ncQl')y 20,00S). Nute that lhe diagnosis code (IDC code) is included for each
patient. For C)(llmple, coJe 34 is streptococcal sore throat; 42 is .'\.IDS; 151.9 is
malignant neoplasm o! stomach (cn.:tcer); 29 is alcohol-induced mental disord~rs; end
340 is multiple sclerosis. In .total lh.: file contained records on 20 I patients with
different for:ns ofment:U illness, 326 with cancers, 4 with AIDS, and thousands with
olhcr ~crious a~d less s.erious diagnoses.

Transaction
Processor
P2? Disclosure
Source

Fig. 6. Hen1orrhA:;:e rxposed ~large Amy or lreahb·urc eonstlrucnts.
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Fig. i. Disclosures e~pQ$e ~~trenntly ;>crsonnl di~::nosis in form~!(on. ·A \'cry small section
for n fC'\\· (of O\'tr 20,000) palitJtls shawing IDC di;~gnosis codes ~sc~

.or a sprenLishc~t

htrp~/fwww.cms.h h s.go,·flCD9Pro\'idet·Di ~gllosticCodcs/

or

http://W"''I'.ieli9cl~tu·:conl f).

Pcr$onnlly ldcn:ifi11ble lllfonnatiun hns not been included in the illustration to protect the
Identities of the p;t!e.nts ~ad physida~s.

For a 1nenral he:tlth c~nter, we fcund pnri~nt p~;chinttic e,·alunrions. Allwo~:ld be
considered extremc!y·pcrsoTUil and some were disrurbing. We found simil!!! clinical
e\'nlu::ttions lc:J.kin~ from .AJo.bamn to Nebraska to California.
Of course. these aic: just few. -'Jf many mes we uncovered. For a group of
anesthesiologists, we found over 350tv!B of data comprising patient billing repons.
For a drug nnd alcohol rehab c:nt:r, we found similar billing inionnation. From an
AIDs ciinic we found a sprendsl:e:t with 23'2 clients including address, Social
Securil)' number, nnd date of birth. And the list goes on. II is important to note that
nil of these files. were found without extroordinary effort and ~enainl)• far less effort
th:m criminals might be eeonomJcnUy incented to undertake.
With tbe vulnerability well estAblished, we also in\'estigntcd the 3tarch nctivity in
P2P networks to see if users were l:>oking for heal!h·care data. hemorrhages. Again,
using our simple digitnl signarure we captured a sample of user-issued searches along
with our files. Figure 8 lists a samJ:It a{ these searches nnd cl~nrly shows that users
are searthing for Vtl')' specific heallh·care r:lated d4U! in P2P networks.
·
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Fig. S. Stleciion of I :S!!r•lsSllr.d stmrchcs th~t cont~int the word m~dicul or horptiul

5 Conclusion
Data hemorrhages from the be:alth·ctlre sector are clearly a significant threat to
provider;, payers, and patients. The in:tdvertent disclosers we found and documented
in this report point to the larger .problem facing the indusn-y. Clei!rly, such
hemorrhages may fuel many types of crime. \\'hile mcdlcal fraud hns·long been a
significant problem, the cnme of me~lcal Identity th"eft is still in its infancy. Todny,
many of the well-documented crimes appear to be committed out of medical need.
However, with the growing opportunity to commit more significant crimes invoh•ing
Iorge financial rew:uds, more lllld mere advanced schemes nod methods, such as P2Pfueled ldentitv theft, will likely develop. For criminnls to profit, thev don't need to
"steal" an id~ntity, but only to bo!TCIW it f9" a few days, while: they"bill the Insurer
carrier thou.snnds of dollars for fabricated medical bills. This combination of medical
fraud along with identity theft adds 3 \'ll.luabl.e page to tbe pl~~·book of thieves looking
for easy targets. Stopping th_c supply of di~tal identities is oce key to halting this
type or illegal acth·it;o•.
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The Health Insurance Privacy Accountabilil)r Act (HIPAA) was created to protect
patients from having sens,itive m~dica.l information from. becoming public or u5ed
against them. However,.some of the proYisions of the nc: make medical identity theft
more difficult to track, identify, nnd correct Under HIPAA, When :1 patio!ni's medical
record hns been altaed by someone else using their lD, .the process to correct the
record is difficult fur the pMient. The er.roneous information in the medical filo! may
remain .for yeti.-s. Also due to the intricacies
HLP.'\A, people who have ~een
victims of medlc:U identity theft may ftnd it difficult to even know what has been
ebnnged or n4ded to their record. Since the thicfs ~edicol infonnotion is conbined
within :l1e \'ictim's file, it is giyen the same priYacy protections as anyone under the
~ct. Without the.- abilit); to remove erroneous informaiic;n, or figure out the changes
comnined in a medica! record, repa~'ing· the darnllges of mediCll! identity th:ft can be a
very t:~.·dng process.
However, H!PAll. is also u. positiYe fore: in the fight a.goiost identity thef1.
lnsLitutions have b~:n fined and required to implement d~tailed corrective oction
plans to address inodvertent disclosures of identifiabl~ electronic pntient infomintion
(HHS 2008). In the c~5e· of Isis Machado mention~d enrlie~. she was clu!.rged and
find under P.IPAA for disclosing i;,dividunUy identitioble medical records. HiPAA
conl:lins rules and puniiihmenu for offending medica I professionals, which are
bistori~l!y the la:g::st group of health-care fraud pc:y~trators. This protection of
poti~nt identities does discourage inappropriate us.::s of mecicol in Forma:ion and
reduce5 the chanc:: of h;!morrhag:s. 'Ne\•enhd~ss, H!P.Jl_o\. con do llrtle io stop
puti<:r.ts from disclosing t.ieir medical identities \'oluntndly to ind i,•icual.s posing ns
h~a:tb care providers. or poorly mannging their o\·:n ~omrl.lterized d~>cu ments.
Tighter comrol5 on patient inforrnntion nr.! a good st:m, but ccnsum~rs still need to
be duc~ted of !be dil.l1gers of lost hcalth·clre ir.for:nntion ami how to secure their
information on p~r;cna! comput~rs. Hospit:tls and others cunc.: med with medico!
idc:nthv theft hnv: ~!!.un to unc~;,:!l;e measures in order to curb medical id:entitv
th<"f.. 'on: of the simplest nnd m0$1 effective :ne:ISures pllt in place by hospimls is t~
rtquest photo id~ntifrt:ation for adminllnc.e to the hospital. Io many c:lses. when a
req~:cst for photo ide:uifl.cation is nJ:lde, the individual will give up on obtnining care
nnd simply lc'lve the bcspitnl, never to return agnin. Of course, this me:ISure will
likely lose its effic:!cy in time ns c:iminals lx:come aw:Jre of the cbnngc in policy.
Once a few pcr3onnl identifiers have been acquired, such :IS date of birth and Social
Security numb.:r, a. criminal can obtain seemingly l'alid photo.•ID. In the future,
insurance· cornp:mies may oeed to begin issuing their own tamper-proof photo
identltic:~tion to help stop medical identit:; theft.
Finn!!)•, health-tar: providers nnd insurers must enact better monitoring and
information controls io detect and stop lellks. Information access within many healthcare systems is I:~.."':. Coupled with the ponab ility of dot:~, inadvertent disclosures are
in:vimble. Better control over information access governance (Zhno and Johnson
2008) is an important step in reducing the hemorrhages documented in tltis report

of
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES

In the Matter of
LabMD, Inc.,
a corporation,
Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)

Docket No. 9357

COMPLAINT COUNSEL'S FINAL PROPOSED WITNESS LIST
Pursuant to the Court's Revised Scheduling Order, dated October 22, 2013, Complaint
Counsel hereby provides its Final Proposed Witness List to Respondent LabMD, Inc. ("LabMD"
or "Respondent"). This list identifies the witnesses who may testify for Complaint Counsel at
the hearing in this action by deposition and/or investigational hearing transcript, affidavit,
declaration, or orally by live witness.
Subject to the limitations in the Scheduling Order and Revised Scheduling Order entered
in this action, Complaint Counsel reserves the right:
A)

To present testimony by deposition and/or investigational hearing transcript,
affidavit, declaration, or orally by live witness, from the custodian of records of
any party or non-party from whom documents or records have been obtainedspecifically including, but not limited to, those parties and non-parties listed
below-to the extent necessary to demonstrate the authenticity or admissibility of
documents in the event a stipulation cannot be reached concerning the
authentication or admissibility of such documents;

PUBLIC

B)

To present testimony by deposition and/or investigational hearing transcript,
affidavit, declaration, or orally by live witness, from persons listed below and any
other person that Respondent identifies as a potential witness in this action;

C)

To amend this Final Proposed Witness List to be consistent with the Court's
ruling on any pending motions, including any motions in limine filed in this
matter;

D)

To question the persons listed below about any topics that are the subjects of
testimony by witnesses to be called by Respondent;

E)

Not to present testimony by deposition and/or investigational hearing transcript,
affidavit, declaration, or orally by live witness, from any of the persons listed
below;

F)

To question any person listed below about any other topics that the person
testified about at his or her deposition or investigational hearing, or about any
matter that is discussed in any documents to which the person had access and
which are designated as exhibits by either party or which have been produced
since the person' s deposition was taken;

G)

To present testimony by deposition and/or investigational hearing transcript,
affidavit, declaration, or orally by live witness, from any persons, regardless
whether they are listed below, to rebut the testimony of witnesses proffered by
Respondent;

H)

For any individual listed below as being associated with a corporation,
government agency, or other non-party entity, to substitute a witness designated
by the associated non-party entity; and
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I)

To supplement this Final Proposed Witness List in light of Respondent's Final
Proposed Witness List and Exhibit List, or as circwnstances may warrant.

Subject to these reservations of rights, Complaint Counsel 's Final Proposed Witness List
is as follows:
Current and Former LabMD Employees

1.

John Boyle, former LabMD Vice President of Operations, in his individual
capacity
Mr. Boyle will testify about Lai>MD's computer networks, including, but not limited

to, remote access thereto; LabMD ' s security policies and practices, and employee training;
the personal information to which he and other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's
information-technology ("IT") related expenditures; management ofLabMD's compliance
program; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the
Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into
evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which he has knowledge; or any other
matters as to which he has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint,
Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

2.

John Boyle, former LabMD Vice President of Operations, LabMD designee
Mr. Boyle will testify about LabMD' s computer networks, including, but not limited

to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee training;
the personal information to which he and other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's ITrelated expenditures; management ofLabMD's compliance program; facts relating to the
security incidents alleged in Paragrapru 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues addressed
in the investigational hearing ofLabMD; any documents introduced into evidence by
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Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which LabMD has knowledge; or any other matters
as to which LabMD has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint,
Respondent' s affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

3.

Brandon Bradley, former LabMD IT employee
Mr. Bradley will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not

limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee
training; the personal information to which he and other LabMD employees had access;
LabMD's IT-related expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in
Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any
documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which he has
knowledge; or any other matters as to which he has knowledge that are relevant to the
allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

4.

Sandra Brown, former LabMD finance or billing employee
Ms. Brown will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not limited

to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee training;
the personal information to which she and other LabMD employees had access; facts relating
to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues
addressed in her deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or
Complaint Counsel as to which she has knowledge; or any other matters as to which she has
knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative
defenses, or the proposed relief.

5.

Matt Bureau, former LabMD IT employee
Mr. Bureau will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not limited

to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee training;
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the personal information to which he and other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's ITrelated expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of
the Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into
evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which he has knowledge; or any other
matters as to which he has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint,
Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief

6.

Michael Daugherty, LabMD President and Chief Executive Officer, in his
individual capacity
Mr. Daugherty will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not

limited to, remote access thereto; Lab1viD's security policies and practices, and employee
training; the personal information to which he and other LabMD employees had access;
LabMD' s IT-related expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in
Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition or
investigational hearing; any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or
Complaint Counsel as to which he has knowledge; or any other matters as to which he has
knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative
defenses, or the proposed relief.

7.

Michael Daugherty, LabMD President and Chief Executive Officer, LabMD
designee
Mr. Daugherty will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not

limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD' s security policies and practices, and employee
training; the personal information to which LabMD employees had access; LabMD's ITrelated expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of
the Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into
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evidence by Respondent or Complaint CoWlsel as to which LabMD has knowledge; or any
other matters as to which LabMD has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the
Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

8.

Jeremy Dooley, former Labl\'ID Communications Coordinator and IT employee
Mr. Dooley will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not limited

to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee training;
the personal information to which he a'ld other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's ITrelated expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of
the Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into
evidence by Respondent or Complaint CoW1Sel as to which he has knowledge; or any other
matters as to which he has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint,
Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

9.

Kim Gardner, former LabMD Executive Assistant
Ms. Gardner will testifY about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not

limited to, remote access thereto; Lab:MD's security policies and practices, and employee
training; the personal information to which she and other LabMD employees had access;
information relating to the wind down ofLabMD's business operations and the
corresponding relocation ofLabMD's business premises; facts relating to the security
incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 cfthe Complaint; any other issues addressed in her
deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as
to which she has knowledge; or any other matters as to which she has knowledge that are

relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the
proposed relief.
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10.

Karalyn Garrett, former LabMD finance or billing employee
Ms. Garrett will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not limited

to, remote access thereto; LabMD' s security policies and practices, and employee training;
the personal information to which she and other LabMD employees had access; facts relating
to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues
addressed in her deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or
Complaint Counsel as to which she has knowledge; or any other matters as to which she has
knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative
defenses, or the proposed relief.

11.

Patricia Gilbreth, former LabMD finance or billing employee
Ms. Gilbreth will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not

limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee
training; the personal information to which she and other LabMD employees had access;
facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any
other issues addressed in her deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by
Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which she has knowledge; or any other matters as to
which she has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's
affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

12.

Nicotra Harris, former LabMD finance or billing employee
Ms. Harris will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not limited

to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee training;
the personal information to which she and other LabMD employees had access; facts relating
to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues
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addressed in her deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or
Complaint Counsel as to which she has knowledge; or any other matters as to which she has
knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative
defenses, or the proposed relief.

13.

Patrick Boward, former LabMD IT employee
Mr. Howard will testify about LabMD' s computer networks, including, but not

limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee
training; the personal information to which he and other LabMD employees had access;
LabMD's IT-related expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in
Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any
documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which he has
knowledge; or any other matters as to which he has knowledge that are relevant to the
allegations of the Complaint, Respondent' s affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

14.

Lawrence Hudson, former LabMD sales employee
Ms. Hudson will testify about labMD' s computer networks, including, but not

limited to remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee
training; the personal information to which she and other LabMD employees had access;
facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any
other issues addressed in her deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by
Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which she has knowledge; or any other matters as to
which she has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's
affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.
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15.

Robert Dyer, former Lab.MD IT Manager and former LabMD contractor
Ivlr. Hyer will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not limited

to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee training;
the personal information to which he and other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's ITrelated expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of
the Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into
evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which he has knowledge; or any other
matters as to which he has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint,
Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

16.

Curt Kaloustian, former LabMD IT employee
Mr. Kaloustian will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not

limited to, remote access thereto; Lab:t\-I D's security policies and practices, and employee
training; the personal information to which he and other LabMD employees had access;
LabMD's IT-related expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in
Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues addressed in his investigational hearing;
any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which he
has knowledge; or any other matters as to which he has knowledge that are relevant to the
allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

17.

Eric Knox, former LabMD sales employee
Mr. Knox will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not limited

to remote access thereto; LabMD's sec'.ll'ity policies and practices, and employee training;
the personal information to which he and other LabMD employees had access; facts relating
to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues
addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or
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Complaint Counsel as to which he has knowledge; or any other matters as to which he has
knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative
defenses, or the proposed relief.

18.

Chris Maire, former LabMD IT employee
Mr. Maire will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not limited

to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee training;
the personal information to which he and other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's ITrelated expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of
the Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any docwnents introduced into
evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which he has knowledge; or any other
matters as to which he has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint,
Respondent's affrrmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

19.

Jeff Martin, former LabMD IT employee and former LabMD contractor
Mr. Martin will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not limited

to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee training;
the personal information to which he and other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's ITrelated expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of
the Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into
evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which he has knowledge; or any other
matters as to which he has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint,
Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

20.

Jennifer Parr, fonner LabMD IT employee
Ms. Parr will testify about Lab:MD's computer networks, including, but not limited to,

remote access thereto; LabMD' s security policies and practices, and employee training; the
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personal information to which she and other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's ITrelated expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of
the Complaint; any other issues addressed in her deposition; any documents introduced into
evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which she has knowledge; or any other
matters as to which she has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint,
Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

21.

Alison Simmons, former LabMD IT employee
Ms. Simmons will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not

limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee
training; the personal information to which she and other LabMD employees had access;
facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any
other issues addressed in her deposition or investigational hearing; any documents introduced
into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which she has knowledge; or any
other matters as to which she has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the
Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.
22.

LabMD, designee(s) to be determined
The LabMD designee(s) will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including,

but not limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and practices, and
employee training; the personal information to which LabMD employees had access;
LabMD' s IT-related expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in
Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues addressed in its deposition; any
documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which
LabMD has knowledge; or any other matters as to which LabMD has knowledge that are
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relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the
proposed relief. The designee(s) will also testify about any other topics listed in the
deposition notice that was issued by Complaint Counsel to LabMD in this action.
Current and Former Clients ofLabMD

23.

Letonya Randolph, Midtown Urology, PC ("Midtown Urology") employee,
Midtown Urology designee
Ms. Randolph will testify about Midtown Urology's relationship and communications

with LabMD; computer hardware and software provided to Midtown Urology by LabMD,
and the maintenance thereof; the transmission of personal information between Midtown
urology and LabMD; any other issues addressed in her deposition; any documents
introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which Midtown Urology
has knowledge; or any other matters as to which Midtown Urology has knowledge that are
relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent' s affirmative defenses, or the
proposed relief. She will also testify about facts relating to the documents produced in
response to Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to Midtown Urology in this action,
and the admissibility of those documents into evidence in the hearing in this action.

24.

Barbara Goldsmith, Midtown Urology, PC ("Midtown Urology") employee
Ms. Goldsmith will testify about facts relating to the documents produced in response

to Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to Midtown Urology in this action, and the
admissibility of those documents into evidence in the hearing in this action.

25.

Jerry Maxey, Southeast Urology Network ("S.U.N.") employee, S.U.N. designee
Mr. Maxey will testify about S.U.N.'s relationship and communications with LabMD;

computer hardware and software provided to S.U.N . by LabMD, and the maintenance
thereof; the transmission of personal iniormation between S.U.N. and LabMD; any other
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issues addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or
Complaint Counsel as to which S.U.N. has knowledge; or any other matters as to which
S.U.N. has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent' s
affrrmative defenses, or the proposed relief. He will also testify about facts relating to the
documents produced in response to Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to S.U.N. in
this action, and the admissibility of those documents into evidence in the hearing in this
action.
Contractors and Other Individuals and Entities
Who Have Provided Services or EQuipment to LabMD

26.

Lou Carmichael, former LabMD consultant
Ms. Carmichael will testify about LabMD's security policies and practices,

compliance program, and employee training; any other issues addressed in her deposition;
any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which
she has knowledge; or any other matters as to which she has knowledge that are relevant to
the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

27.

Hamish Davidson, President ofProviDyn, Inc.
Mr. Davidson will testify about facts related to the documents produced in response

to Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to ProviDyn, Inc. in this action, and the
admissibility of those documents into evidence in the hearing in this action.

28.

Allen Truett, former Chief Executive Officer of Automated PC Technologies,
Inc.
Mr. Truett will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not limited

to, remote access thereto; the products and/or services thai he and his company, Automated
PC Technologies, Inc., provided to LabMD, including, but not limited to the security features
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of those products and/or services; the communications between LabMD and Mr. Truett or
Automated PC Technologies, Inc.; the facts underlying and set forth in the affidavit that Mr.
Truett executed on May 20, 2011, which LabMD submitted to Commission staff during the
Part II investigation; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced
into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which he has knowledge; or any
other matters as to which he has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the
Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

29.

Peter Sandrev, Broadvox employee, Cypress Communications, LLC ("Cypress")
designee
Mr. Sandrev will testify about LabMD's computer networks, including, but not

limited to the products and/or services that Cypress has provided to LabMD, including but
not limited to any security features of those products and/or services; any other issues
addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or
Complaint Counsel as to which Cypress has knowledge; or any other matters as to which
Cypress has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's
affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief He will also testify about facts relating to the
documents produced in response to Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to Cypress
in this action, and the admissibility of those documents into evidence in the hearing in this
action.
Other Individuals and Entities

30.

Robert Boback, Chief Executive Officer of Tiversa Holding Corporation
("Tiversa"), Tiversa designee
Mr. Boback will testify about Tiversa's understanding and use of peer-to-peer file

sharing applications and networks; Tiversa's communications with LabMD; facts relating to
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how Tiversa obtained multiple copies of the "P2P insurance aging file" referenced in
Paragraph 17 of the Complaint and the different IP addresses from which Tiversa obtained
copies of that file; other facts relating to the security incident alleged in Paragraphs 17-20 of
the Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into
evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which Tiversa has knowledge; or any
other matters as to which Tiversa has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the
Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief. Mr. Boback will also
testify about facts relating to the documents produced in response to Complaint Counsel's
subpoena duces tecum to Tiversa in this action, and the admissibility of those documents into
evidence in the hearing in this action.

31.

Erick Garcia
Mr. Garcia will testify about facts relating to the security incident alleged in

Paragraph 21 of the Complaint.

32.

Karina Jestes, Detective, Sacramento, CA Police Department
Detective Jestes will testify about facts relating to the security incident alleged in

Paragraph 21 of the Complaint, including but not limited to, facts relating to her investigation
ofthe conduct underlying lhe pleas of no contest to California charges of identity theft
entered by Erick Garcia and Josie Martinez Maldanado; her training and experience as it
relates to identity theft; any other issues addressed in her deposition; any documents
introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which she has
knowledge; or any other matters as to which she has knowledge that are relevant to the
allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.
Detective J estes will also testify about facts relating to the documents produced in response
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to Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to the Custodian of Records of the
Sacramento, CA Police Department in this action, and the admissibility of those documents
into evidence in the hearing in this action.

33.

M. Eric Johnson, Dean of Owen Graduate School of Management, Vanderbilt
University
Dean Johnson will testify about facts related to his study entitled "Data Hemorrhages

in the Health-Care Sector," including his research methodology and findings; the "P2P
insurance aging file" referenced in Paragraph 17 of the Complaint; facts relating to the
security incident alleged in Paragraphs 17-20 of the Complaint; peer-to-peer file sharing
applications and networks and the consequences of inadvertent disclosures of consumers'
personal information; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced
into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel as to which he has knowledge; or any
other matters as to which he has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the
Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

34.

Roger Jones, Records Section Supervisor, Sandy Springs, GA Police Department
Mr. Jones will testify about facts related to the admissibility of documents that were

produced in response to Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to the Sandy Springs,
GA Police Department into evidence in the hearing in this action.

35.

David Lapides, Detective, Sandy Springs, GA Police Department
Detective Lapides will testify about his communications with Lab.MD and other facts

relating to the security incident alleged in Paragraph 21 of the Complaint; any other issues
addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or
Complaint Counsel as to which he has imowledge; or any other matters as to which he has
knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative
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defenses, or the proposed relief. Detective Lapides will also testify about facts relating to
documents that were produced in response to Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to
the Sandy Springs, GA Police Department in this action, and the admissibility of those
documents into evidence in the hearing in this action.

36.

Susan McAndrew, Deputy Director for Health Information Privacy, Office for
Civil Rights, or other designee, U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
("HHS")
Ms. McAndrew, or another designee ofHHS, will testify about the existence or non-

existence of any evaluations by HHS of LabMD' s compliance with the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 ("HIPAA''), the Health Information Technology
for Economic and Clinical Health Act ("HITECH"), and the regulations promulgated under
HIPAA and HITECH.

37.

Jonn Perez, Trend Micro Inc. employee
Mr. Perez will testify about facts related to the admissibility of documents that were

produced in response to Complaint Counsel' s subpoena duces tecum to Trend Micro Inc.

38.

Euly Ramirez, Supervisor, Sacramento, CA Police Department
Ms. Ramirez will testify about facts related to the admissibility of documents

produced in response to Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to the Custodian of
Records of the Sacramento, CA Police Department into evidence in the hearing in this action.

39.

Matt Wells, Trend Micro Inc. employee

Mr. Wells will testify about facts related to the admissibility of documents that were
produced in response to Complaint Counsel' s subpoena duces tecum to Trend Micro Inc.
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40.

Kevin Wilmer, Investigator, Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Consumer
Protection, Division of Privacy and Identity Protection

Mr. Wilmer will testify about the process used to identify the individuals listed in
Appendix A (designated as "CONFIDENTIAL") to Complaint Counsel' s Initial Disclosures
as "Individuals Associated with 9-Digit Numbers Listed in the Day Sheets Referenced in
Paragraph 21 of the Complaint Whose Names Are Not Listed in Those Day Sheets," which
has been produced at FTC-0 10907.

41.

Nathaniel Wood, Assistant Director, Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of
Consumer Protection, Division of Consumer and Business Education

Mr. Wood will testify about facts related to the admissibility of certain docwnents
produced as part of Complaint Counsel's Initial Disclosures into evidence in the hearing in
this action.
Expert Witnesses

42.

Raquel Hill, PhD
Professor Hill is an Associate Professor at Indiana University, School of Informatics

and Computing, and a Visiting Scholar at Harvard University's School of Engineering and
Applied Science, Center for Research on Computation and Society. Her research focuses on
trust and security for distributed computing environments and privacy of medical related
data. She received both her Bachelor cf Science and Master of Science in Computer Science
from the Georgia Institute of Technology. She received her PhD in Computer Science from
Harvard University in 2002.
Professor Hill will testify, from her perspective as an expert in computer security,
data privacy, and networking systems, regarding whether LabMD: (1) failed to provide
reasonable and appropriate security for consumers' personal information within its computer
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network and (2) could have corrected any such security failures at relatively low cost using
readily available security measures. Her testimony is based on transcripts and exhibits from
investigational hearings and depositioriS of Respondent, its current and former employees,
and third parties; correspondence and documents submitted by Respondent and third parties
in connection with the pre-complaint investigation or this litigation; and industry and
government standards, guidelines, and vulnerability databases that establish best practices for
information security practitioners.
43.

Rick K.am, CIPPIUS
Mr. Kam is a Certified Information Privacy Professional (CIPP/US), and is the

President and Co-Founder ofiD Expens, a company specializing in data breach response and
identity theft victim restoration. In this role, Mr. Kam has had the opportunity to work on
data breach incidents as part ofiD Experts' incident response team. ID Experts has managed
hundreds of data breach incidents, protecting millions of affected individuals and restoring
the identities of thousands of identity theft victims. Within the healthcare industry, Mr. Kam
has worked with organizations ranging in size from individual providers and small clinics to
large hospital systems and health insurance companies. Mr. Kam also serves in leadership
roles of organizations addressing identity theft, medical identity theft, and data breach risk
and remediation, and he presents regularly at conferences and frequently publishes pieces
regarding these and other subjects.
Mr. Kam will testify, from his perspective as an expert in identifying and remediating
the consequences of identity theft and medical identity theft, about the risk of harm,
particularly from medical identity theft. to consumers whose sensitive personal information
LabMD disclosed without authorization. Mr. Kam will also testify about consequences of
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the risk of unauthorized disclosure caused by LabMD's failure to provide reasonable and
appropriate security for consumers' personal information maintained on its computer
network.

44.

James Van Dyke
Mr. Van Dyke is the Founder and President of Javelin Strategy & Research

("Javelin"). Among other services, Javelin produces an annual study of identity theft in the
United States. Under Mr. Van Dyke's leadership, Javelin's study provides a comprehensive
analysis of identity fraud in the United States, which is used extensively by industry and
other stakeholders. Mr. Van Dyke presents regularly to thought leaders on issues relating to
identity theft and security.
Mr. Van Dyke will testify, from his perspective as an expert in identity theft,
regarding the risk of injury to consumers whose personally identifiable information has been
disclosed by LabMD without authorization and to consumers whose personally identifiable
information was not adequately protected from unauthorized disclosure.
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Dated: March 26t 2014

Respectfully submitted,

~~~

AiaiilSr

Laura Rtposo VanDruff
Megan Cox
Margaret Lassack
RyanMehm
John Krebs
Jarad Bro'Wll

Complaint Counsel
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Room NJ~8100
Washingto~ DC 20580
Telephone: (202) 326-2282 - (Cox)
Facsimile: (202) 326-3062
Electronic mail: mcoxl@ftc.gov
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on March 26,2014, I caused a copy of the foregoing document to be
delivered via electronic mail and by hand to:
The Honorable D. Michael Chappell
Chief Administrative Law Judge
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Room H-110
Washington, DC 20580
I certify that I caused a copy of the foregoing Complaint Counsel's Final Proposed
Witness List to be served via electronic mail on:

Michael Pepson
Lorinda Harris
Hallee Morgan
Robyn Burrows
Kent Huntington
Daniel Epstei1:1.
Cause of Action
1919 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 650
Washington, DC 20006
michael.pepson@causeofaction.org
lorinda.harris@causeofaction.org
hallee.morgan@causeofaction.org
robyn.burrows@causeofaction.org
kent.huntington@causeofaction.org
daniel.epstein@causeofaction.org
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Reed Rubinstein
Sunni Harris
William A. Sherman, II
Dinsmore & Shohl, LLP
801 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Suite 610
Washington, DC 20004
reed.rubinstein@dinsmore.com
william.sherman@dinsmo:e.com
sunni.harris@dinsmore.com
Counsel for Respondent LabMD, Inc.

March 26, 2014
Federal Trade Commission
Bureau of Consumer Protection
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
COMMISSIONERS:

Edith Ramirez, Chairwoman
Maureen K. Ohlhausen
Joshua D. 'Vright

)

In the Matter of

)

LabMD, Inc.,
a corporation.

)
)
)

DOCKET NO. 9357

________________________ )
RESPONDENT'S FINAL PROPOSED WITNESS LIST
Pursuant to the Court's Revised Scheduling Order, dated October 22, 2013, Respondent
hereby provides its Final Proposed Witness List to Complaint Counsel. This list identifies the
fact witnesses who may testify for Respondent at the hearing in this action by deposition and/or
investigational hearing transcript, declaration, or orally by live witness.
Subject to the limitations in the Scheduling Order and Revised Scheduling Order entered
in this action, Respondent reserves the right:

A To present testimony by deposition and/or investigational hearing transcript,
affidavit, declaration, or orally by live witness, from the custodian of records of
any party or non-party from whom documents or records have been obtainedspecifically including, but not limited to, those parties and non-parties listed
below-to the extent necessary to demonstrate the authenticity or admissibility of
documents in the event a stipulation cannot be reached concerning the
authentication or admissibility of such documents;
B. To present testimony by deposition and/or investigational hearing transcript,
affidavit, declaration, or orally by live witness, from persons listed below and any
other person that Complaint Counsel identifies as a potential witness in this
action;
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C. To amend this Final Proposed Witness List to be consistent with the Court's
ruling on any pending motions, including any motions in limine filed in this
matter;
D. To question the persons listed below about any topics that are the subjects of
testimony by witnesses to be called by Complaint Counsel;
E. Not to present testimony by deposition and/or investigational hearing
transcript, declaration, or live orally, from any of the witnesses listed below;
F. To question any person listed below about any other topics that the person
testified about at his or her deposition or investigational hearing, or about any
matter that is discussed in any documents to which the person had access and
which are designated as exhibits by either party or which have been produced
since the person's deposition was taken;
G. To present testimony by deposition and/or investigational hearing transcript,
affidavit, declaration, or orally by live witness, from any persons, regardless
whether they are listed below, to rebut the testimony of witnesses proffered by
Complaint Counsel;
H. For any individual listed below as being associated with a corporation,
government agency, or other non-party entity, to substitute a witness designated
by the associated non-party entity; and
I. To supplement this Final Proposed Witness List as circumstances may warrant.
Subject to these reservations of rights, Complaint counsel's Final Proposed Witness list is
as follows:

1. Daniel Kaufman, Bureau of Consumer Protection's Rule 3.33 Witness

We expect that Mr. Kaufman will testify live about the FTC's regulatory scheme
regarding data security, any published or unpublished FfC standards, guidelines or
regulations which the FTC requires Covered Entities like LabMD to meet regarding the
security of Protected Health lnfonnation from 2005 to the present; the initiation and
evolution ofthe FTC's standards, guidelines and regulations regarding data security and
what these regulations and guidelines required Covered Entities like LabMD to have in
place at all relevant times from 2005 to the present; the media by which the FfC alerted
or informed Covered Entities like LabMD that these standards, guidelines and regulations
existed.
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2. Robert Boback, Chief Executive Officer of Tiversa Holding Corporation ("Tiversa")
We expect that Mr. Boback will testify live, as Tiversa' s corporate designee, about
Tiversa's technology and its use on peer-to-peer file sharing protocols and networks;
Tiversa's communications with the FTC, Eric Johnson and Dartmouth; facts relating to
the "P2P insurance aging file" referenced in Paragraph 17 of the Complaint; and other
facts relating to the security incident alleged in Paragraphs 17-20 of the Complaint. We
also expect that Mr. Boback will testify about facts relating to the documents produced in
response to Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to the organization that produced
Tiversa's document to the FTC in this action and the admissibility of those documents
into evidence in the hearing in this action. We also expect that Mr. Boback will testify
about any Civil Investigative Demands which resulted in the production of documents
from Tiversa to FTC.
3. Eric Johnson, former Associate Dean of the Tuck School of Business at Dartmouth
We expect that Mr. Jolmson will testify live to the facts underlying his study entitled
''Data Hemorrhages in the Health-Care Sector"; communications with the FTC, Tiversa,
and/or Health and Human Services regarding LabMD, the 1718 file and his research
methodology in general and specifically in relation to locating and downloading the
1718; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the
Complaint; and facts relating to affirmative defenses asserted in the Answer.
4. Allen Truett, former Chief Executive Officer of Automated PC Technologies, Inc.
We expect that Mr. Truett will testify live about LabMD's computer networks, including,
but not limited to, remote access thereto; the products and/or services that he and his
company, Automated PC Technologies, Inc., provided to LabMD, including but not
limited to the security features of those products and/or services; the communications
between LabMD and Mr. Truett or Automated PC Technologies, Inc.; the facts
underlying and set forth in the affidavit that Mr. Truett executed on May 20, 2011, which
LabMD submitted to Commission staff during the Part II investigation; and the facts
relating to affirmative defenses asserted in the Answer.
5. Karina Jestes, Detective, Sacramento, CA Police Department
We expect that Detective Jestes will testify by designation about facts relating to the
security incident alleged in Paragraphs 10 and 21 of the Complaint; those consumers
affected by the security incident alleged in Paragraphs 10 and 21 of the Complaint; facts
relating to meetings and communications between her and the FTC; facts relating to the
documents produced in response to Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to the
Custodian ofRecords of the Sacramento, CA Police Department in this action and the
admissibility ofthose documents into evidence in the hearing in this action.
6. Robert Hyer, former LabMD IT Manager and former LabMD contractor
We expect that Mr. Hyer will testify live about LabMD's computer networks, including,
but not limited to, hard ware and soft ware, remote access thereto; LabMD's security
policies and practices, and employee training; the protected health information to which
he and other LabMD employees had access; and facts relating to affirmative defenses
asserted in the Answer.
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7. Jeff Martin, Lab.MD IT employee and former LabMD contractor
We expect that Mr. Martin will testify by designation about LabMD's computer
networks, including, but not limited to, hard ware and soft ware, remote access thereto;
LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee training; the protected health
information to which he and other LabMD employees had access; facts relating to the
security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; and facts relating to
affirmative defenses asserted in the Answer.
8. Allison Simmons, former LabMD IT employee
We expect that Ms. Simmons will testify by designation about her knowledge of
LabMD's searches for the 1718 file on P2P networks; facts relating to the security
incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; and facts relating to affirmative
defenses asserted in the Answer.
9. Chris Maire, former LabMD employee
We expect that Mr. Maire will testify by designation about LabMD's computer networks,
including, but not limited to, hard ware and soft ware, remote access thereto; LabMD's
security policies and practices, and employee training; the protected health information to
which he and other LabMD employees had access; facts relating to the security incidents
alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 ofthe Complaint; and facts relating to affirmative defenses
asserted in the Answer.
10. John Boyle, former LabMD employee
We expect that Mr. Boyle will testify live about LabMD's computer networks, including,
but not limited to, remote access thereto; hard ware and soft ware, LabMD's security
policies and practices, and employee training; the protected heahh information to which
he and other LabMD employees had access; facts relating to the security incidents
alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 ofthe Complaint; and facts relating to affirmative defenses
asserted in the Answer.

11. Michael Daugherty, President CEO ofLabMD, Inc.
We expect that Mr. Daugherty will testify live about LabMD' s computer networks;
LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee training; LabMD employees;
facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 ofthe Complaint; and
facts relating to afftrmative defenses asserted in the Answer.
12. Lou Carmichael, former Lab.MD consultant
We expect that Ms. Carmichael will testify by designation about LabMD's security
policies and practices, hard ware and soft ware, compliance program, and employee
training; facts relating to the sec.urity incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the
Complaint; and facts relating to affirmative defenses asserted in the Answer.
13. Rick Wallace, former Tiversa Employee
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We expect that Mr. Wallace will testify live about Tiversa' s technology and its use with
peer~to~peer file sharing applications and networks; Tiversa' s communications with the
Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") and Dartmouth College; facts relating to the "P2P
insurance aging file" as referenced in Paragraph 17 ofthe Complaint; Mr. Wallace's and
Tiversa's participation and role in Dartmouth's research for the article by Eric Johnson,
titled; "Data Hemorrhages in the Health-Care Sector."
14. Chris Gormley, Tiversa Employee
We expect that Mr. Gormley will testify by designation about Tiversa's technology and
its use with peer-to-peer file sharing applications and networks; Tiversa' s
communications with the Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") and Dartmouth College;
facts relating to the "P2P insurar.ce aging file" as referenced in Paragraph 17 of the
Complaint; Mr. Gormley's and Tiversa's participation and role in Dartmouth's research
for the article by Eric Johnson, titled; ''Data Hemorrhages in the Heahh-Care Sector."
15. Rosalind Woodson, Former LabMD Employee
We expect that Rosalind Woodson will testify live about her use of a P2P file sharing
application on her work station ~omputer and her knowledge of LabMD's policies
regarding such use, as well as her knowledge of the "1718 File."
16. David Lapides, Detective Sandy Springs, GA Police Department
We expect that Detective Lapides will testify by designation about his communications
with LabMD and the Bureau of Consumer Protection and documents provided to him
relating to the security incident alleged in Paragraph 21 of the Complaint; or any other
matters as to which he has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the
Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief Detective Lapides
will also testify about facts relating to documents that were produced in response to
Complaint Counsel' s subpoena duces tecum to the Sandy Springs, GA Police Department
in this action, and the admissibility of those documents into evidence in the hearing in
this action.
17. Curt Kaloustian, former LabMD IT employee
We expect that Mr. Kaloustian will testify live about his knowledge of LabMD' s
computer networks, including, but not limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD's
security policies and practices, and employee training; the protected health information to
which he and other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's IT-related expenditures;
facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint;
Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.
18. Kim Gardner, former LabMD Executive Assistant
We expect that Ms. Gardner will testify by designation about LabMD's security policies
and practices, and employee training; the protected health information to which she had
access; information relating to the wind down of LabMD's business operations and the
corresponding relocation of LabMD's business premises; facts relating to the security
incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 ofthe Complaint; any other issues addressed in her
deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint
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Counsel about which she has knowledge; or any other matters as to which she has
knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affmnative
defenses, or the proposed relief.

19. Peter Sandrev, Broadvox employee, Cypress Communications, LLC ("Cypress")
designee
We expect that Mr. Sandrev will testify by designation about LabMD' s computer
networks, including, but not limited to the products and/or services that Cypress provided
to LabMD, including but not limited to any security features of those products and/or
services; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into
evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel about which Cypress has knowledge; or
any other matters as to which Cypress has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations
of the Complaint, Respondent's aftlrmative defenses, or the proposed relief. He will also
testify about facts relating to the documents produced in response to Complaint Counsel's
subpoena duces tecum to Cypress in this action, and the admissibility of those documents
into evidence in the hearing in this action.
20. Eric Knox, former Labl\1D sales employee
We expect that Mr. Knox- will testify by designation about LabMD's computer networks,
including, but not limited to remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and
practices, and sales employee training; the protected health information to which he and
other LabMD sales employees had access; facts relating to the security incidents alleged
in Paragraphs 17-21 ofthe Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any
documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel about which
he has knowledge; or any other matters about which he has knowledge that are relevant
to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed
relief.
21. Kevin Wilmer, Investigator, Federal Trade Commission, Bureau of Consumer
Protection, Division of Privacy and Identity Protection
We expect that Mr. Wilmer will te:;tify by designation about the process used to identify
the individuals listed in Appendix A (designated as "CONFIDENTIAL'') to Complaint
Counsel' s Initial Disclosures as ''Individuals Associated with 9-Digit Numbers Listed in
the Day Sheets Referenced in Paragraph 21 of the Complaint Whose Names Are Not
Listed in Those Day Sheets," which has been produced at FTC-010907, as well any other
issues addressed in his deposition.
22. Lawrence Hudson, former LabMD sales employee
We expect that Ms. Hudson will testify by designation about LabMD 's computer
networks, including, but not limited to remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies
and practices, and sales employee training; the protected health information to which she
and other LabMD sales employees had access; facts relating to the security incidents
alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues addressed in her
deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint
Counsel as to which she has knc·wledge; or any other matters as to which she has
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knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affrrmative
defenses, or the proposed relief.
23. Letonya Randolph, Midtown Urology, PC ("Midtown Urology") employee,
Midtown Urology designee
We expect that Ms. Randolph will testify by designation about Midtown Urology's
relationship and communications with LabMD; computer hardware and software
provided to Midtown Urology by LabMD, and the maintenance thereof; the transmission
of protected health information between Midtown Urology and LabMD, if any; any other
issues addressed in her deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by
Respondent or Complaint Counsel about which Midtown Urology has knowledge; or any
other matters about which Midtown Urology has knowledge that are relevant to the
allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.
She will also testify about facts relating to the documents produced in response to
Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to Midtown Urology in this action, and the
admissibility of those documents into evidence in the hearing in this action.
24. Nicotra Harris, former LabMD finance or billing employee
We expect that Ms. Harris will testify by designation about LabMD's computer networks,
including, but not limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies and
practices, and employee training; the protected health information to which she and other
LabMD billing employees had access; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in
Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues addressed in her deposition; any
documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel about which
she has knowledge; or any other matters about which she has knowledge that are relevant
to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affrrmative defenses, or the proposed
relief.
25. Jeremy Dooley, former LabMD Communications Coordinator and IT employee
We expect that Mr. Dooley will testify by designation about LabMD's computer
networks, including, but not limited to, hard ware and soft ware; remote access thereto;
LabMD's security policies and practices, and employee training; the protected health
information to which he and other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's IT related
expenditures; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the
Complaint; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into
evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel about which he has knowledge; or any
other matters about which he has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the
Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.
26. Jerry Maxey, Southeast Urology Network ("S.U.N.") employee, S.U.N. designee
We expect that Mr. Maxey will testify by designation about S.U.N.'s relationship and
communications with LabMD; computer hardware and software provided to S.U.N. by
LabMD, and the maintenance thereof; the transmission of protected health information
between S.U.N. and LabMD; any other issues addressed in his deposition; any documents
introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel about which S.U.N. has
knowledge; or any other matters about which S.U.N. has knowledge that are relevant to
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the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed
relief He will also testify about facts relating to the documents produced in response to
Complaint Counsel's subpoena duces tecum to S.U.N. in this action, and the admissibility
ofthose documents into evidence in the hearing in this action.
27. Jennifer Parr, former LabMD IT employee
We expect that Ms. Parr will testify by designation about LabMD's computer networks,
including, but not limited to, ahrd ware and soft ware; remote access thereto; LabMD's
security policies and practices, and employee training; the protected health information to
which she and other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's IT related expenditures;
facts relating to the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any
other issues addressed in her deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by
Respondent or Complaint Counsel about which she has knowledge; or any other matters
about which she has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint,
Respondent's affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.
28. Karalyn Garrett, former LabMD finance or billing employee
We expect that Ms. Garrett will testify by designation about LabMD' s computer
networks, including, but not limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies
and practices, and employee training; the protected health information to which she and
other LabMD employees had access; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in
Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues addressed in her deposition; any
documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel about which
she has knowledge; or any other matters about which she has knowledge that are relevant
to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affmnative defenses, or the proposed
relief
29. Patricia Gilbreth, former LabMD finance or billing employee
We expect that Ms. Gilbreth will testify by designation about LabMD' s computer
networks, including, but not limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies
and practices, and employee training; the protected health information to which she and
other LabMD employees had access; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in
Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues addressed in her deposition; any
documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel about which
she has knowledge; or any other matters about which she has knowledge that are relevant
to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affrrmative defenses, or the proposed
relief
30. Patrick Boward, former LabMD IT employee
We expect that Mr. Howard will testify by designation about LabMD' s computer
networks, including, but not limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies
and practices, and employee training; the protected health information to which he and
other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's IT-related expenditures; facts relating to
the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues
addressed in his deposition; any documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or
Complaint Counsel about which he has knowledge; or any other matters about which he
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has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's
affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.

31. Sandra Brown, former LabMD finance or billing employee
We expect that Ms. Brown will testify by designation about LabMD's computer
networks, including, but not limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD' s security policies
and practices, and employee training; the protected health information to which she and
other LabMD employees had access; facts relating to the security incidents alleged in
Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues addressed in her deposition; any
documents introduced into evidence by Respondent or Complaint Counsel about which
she has knowledge; or any other matters about which she has knowledge that are relevant
to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's affrrmative defenses, or the proposed
relief
32. Brandon Bradley, former LabMD IT employee
We expect that :Mr. Bradley will testify by designation about LabMD's computer
networks, including, but not limited to, remote access thereto; LabMD's security policies
and practices, and employee training; the protected health infonnation to which he and
other LabMD employees had access; LabMD's IT-related expenditures; facts relating to
the security incidents alleged in Paragraphs 17-21 of the Complaint; any other issues
addressed in his deposition; any d.Jcuments introduced into evidence by Respondent or
Complaint Counsel about which he has knowledge; or any other matters about which he
has knowledge that are relevant to the allegations of the Complaint, Respondent's
affirmative defenses, or the proposed relief.
33. Erick Garcia
We expect that Mr. Garcia will testify by designation about facts relating to the security
incident alleged in Paragraph21 of the Complaint.
34.

Adam Fisk
We expect Adam Fisk to testify live and give an expert opinion about the technology
behind the program known as LimeWire; the operation of peer to peer networks; the
adequacy of LabMD's network security hard ware, soft ware policies practices and
procedures; and to offer rebuttle testimony with regard to Complaint Counsel's expert
Rachel Hill's opinion.
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sf William A. Sherman, II
Reed D . Rubinstein, Esq.
William A. Sherman, II, Esq.
Dinsmore & Shohl, LLP
801 Pennsylvania Ave., NW Suite 610
Washington, DC 20004
Phone: (202) 372-9100
Fax: (202) 372-9141
Email: reed.rubinstein@dinsmore.com
william.sherman@dinsmore.com
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Michael D. Pepson
Cause of Action
1919 Pennsylvania Ave., NW, Suite 650
Washington, D.C. 20006
Phone: (202) 499-4232
Fax: (202) 330-5842
Email: michael. pepson@causeofaction.org
Admitted only in Maryland.
Practice limited to cases in federal court and
and administrative proceedings before federal
agencies.

Counsel for LabMD, Inc.
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on April, 9 2014 I caused a copy of the foregoing Respondent's Final Proposed
Witness List to be served via courier on:

Alain Sheer, Esq.
Laura Riposo VanDruff, Esq.
Megan Cox, Esq.
Margaret Lassack, Esq.
Ryan Mehm, Esq.
John Krebs, Esq.
Division of Privacy and Identity Protection
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Mail Stop NJ-8122
Washington, D.C. 20580
By: Is/ William A Sherman, II
William A. Sherman, II

Dated: April9, 2014
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